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Outline 
• Introduction 

• Selected (recent) physics highlights from LHCb

• BESIII

• Belle2

• LHCb upgrade preparation

• Future LHCb upgrades (U1b, U2)

Focus on LHCb and upgrades

Tried to focus on areas 
with strong UK participation

Many things not covered 
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Physics Goals

New 
Particles ?

Standard Model completed
by discovery of  Higgs Boson

But many reasons to believe 
SM is not final word

e.g. CP violation in SM not 
enough to explain absence of 
anti-matter in visible universe

Precision indirect searches
provide telescope to scales
of O(100) TeV

Complement direct searches 

Potential NP is constrained by flavour

4

Any extension of Standard Model found in DIRECT SEARCHES must comply with a 
non-trivial flavor structure: Flavor is a key ingredient of any BSM theory, which may 
help to discover NP!
!
The absence of FCNC already now sets strong constraints on the multi TeV-scale 
physics (higher than those found in direct searches so far, even foreseeable at LHC)!

LHC : direct vs. indirect searches!

3"This technique has been used since a long time in particle physics with great success!

arXiv:1302.0661!

2.1 Flavour Changing Neutral Currents 7

searches allow us to access new particles produced virtually in loop processes. In indirect
searches, flavour observables play a key-role to explore New Physics at higher energy scales.

This chapter is devoted to the theoretical description of rare processes involving FCNCs,
with particular attention to the B0

d ! µ+µ� and B0
s ! µ+µ� decays. The search for such rare

decays ultimately aims at testing the Standard Model of particle interactions and eventually
uncovering New Physics beyond the Standard Model.

�.� Flavour Changing Neutral Currents
Flavour Changing Neutral Currents are absent at the tree level in the Standard Model.
Charged currents mediated by W± bosons can instead violate flavour, therefore one can
use a W boson in a loop to create an overall Flavour Changing Neutral process: FCNC pro-
cesses are thus possible at higher orders. The diagrams in 2 represent decay amplitudes at
the level of elementary particles (quarks, leptons, bosons).

(a)

Figure 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Feynman diagrams of the SM processes contributing to B0

s ! µ+µ� decays, involving top quarks and W bosons: Z0-
penguin diagrams on the left and box diagram on the right. Self energy (gluonic) corrections and Higgs contributions
are here not considered.

To actually calculate a decay rate, one needs to account for the fact that quarks are con-
fined inside hadrons, bound by the exchange of soft gluons. The case of the B0

s(d) ! µ+µ�

decay is the cleanest possible exclusive B-decay: due to the purely leptonic final state, all
non-perturbative effects can be confined to a single parameter, the B-meson decay constant,
defined via the axial-vector current matrix element [28]:

⌦
0|q̄gµg5b|B̄q(p)

↵
= ipµFBq , (11)

where pµ is the four-momentum of the initial B-meson and q represents the d or s quark.
Theoretical calculations of hadronic decay rates are based on effective Hamiltonians of

the type [29]:

Heff =
GF
p

2 Â
i

Ci(µ)Qi(µ) , (12)

and the decay amplitude for a meson |Mi (e.g. K, D, B) into a final state |Fi (e.g. pp, µµ),
is given by

A(M ! F) = hF| Heff |Mi =
GF
p

2 Â
i

Ci(µ) hF| Qi(µ) |Mi . (13)
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Constraining new physics in B
0
s mixing 3
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Fig. 1. Leading order diagrams for neutral meson mixing in the SM.

2. Beauty mixing phenomenology in a nutshell

Excellent pedagogical introductions to neutral meson mixing can be found in
textbooks

4
, recent reviews

5,6
and lecture notes.

7,8
An up-to-date review of exper-

imental constraints on B meson mixing can also be found in the PDG.
9
The fol-

lowing discussion applies to neutral mesons of any kind. However, we shall denote
the flavour eigenstate with the symbol B

0
for beauty meson and use numerical

estimates that apply to B
0

s and B
0

d .

2.1. Time-evolution of the B
0-B

0
system

Consider the wave function B
0
(t) for a neutral meson that is the superposition of

flavour eigenstates B
0
and B

0

. The time-evolution of its projections into flavour
eigenstates is given by a Schrödinger equation

i
d

dt

 
hB0|B(t)i
hB0|B(t)i

!
=

✓
H11 H12

H21 H22

◆  
hB0|B(t)i
hB0|B(t)i

!
. (2)

Since the meson decays and we do not consider the wave function of final states, the
Hamiltonian H is not hermitian. However, like any other complex matrix, it can be
decomposed in terms of two hermitian matrices, which we label by M and �,

H = M � i

2
�. (3)

Since M and � are hermitian, their diagonal elements are real and we have M21 =
M

⇤
12 and �21 = �

⇤
21. CPT invariance requires M11 = M22 and �11 = �22. Ignoring

for the moment the interference with phases in the final state, the common phase
of B

0
and B

0

is arbitrary such we can choose either the phase of M12 or �12 and
only their phase di↵erence matters. Consequently, the mixing can be parametrized
by five real parameters, which are conventionally chosen to be

M11, �11, |M12|, |�12| and �12 = arg

✓
�M12

�12

◆
. (4)

The mass M11 is determined by the quark masses and strong interaction binding
energy. In the B system it is about 5 GeV and more than ten orders of magnitude
larger than the size of the other elements, which all involve the weak interaction.

The time-evolution of the meson-anti-meson system is described in terms of the
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. The two mass eigenstates can be written as linear

Chapter 3

Flavor physics beyond the SM: models and predictions

If the physics beyond the SM respects the SM gauge symmetry, as we expect from general arguments,
the corrections to low-energy flavor-violating amplitudes can be written in the following general form

A(fi ! fj +X) = A0


cSM
M2

W

+
cNP

⇤2

�
, (3.1)

where ⇤ is the energy scale of the new degrees of freedom. This structure is completely general: the
coefficients cSM(NP) may include appropriate CKM factors and eventually a ⇠ 1/(16⇡2) suppression if
the amplitude is loop-mediated. Given our ignorance about the cNP, the values of the scale ⇤ probed by
present experiments vary over a wide range. However, the general result in Eq. (3.1) allows us to predict
how these bounds will improve with future experiments: the sensitivity on ⇤ scale as N1/4, where
N is the number of events used to measure the observable. This implies that is not easy to increase
substantially the energy reach with indirect NP searches only. Moreover, from Eq. (3.1) it is also clear
that indirect searches can probe NP scales well above the TeV for models where (cSM ⌧ cNP), namely
models which do not respect the symmetries and the symmetry-breaking pattern of the SM.

The bound on representative �F = 2 operators have already been shown in Table 1.1. As can
be seen, for cNP = 1 present data probes very high scales. On the other hand, if we insist with the
theoretical prejudice that NP must show up not far from the TeV scale in order to stabilize the Higgs
sector, then the new degrees of freedom must have a peculiar flavor structure able to justify the smallness
of the effective couplings cNP for ⇤ = 1 TeV.

1 The Minimal Flavor Violation hypothesis

The main idea of MFV is that flavor-violating interactions are linked to the known structure of Yukawa
couplings also beyond the SM. In a more quantitative way, the MFV construction consists in identifying
the flavor symmetry and symmetry-breaking structure of the SM and enforce it also beyond the SM.

The MFV hypothesis consists of two ingredients [49]: (1) a flavor symmetry and (ii) a set of
symmetry-breaking terms. The symmetry is noting but the large global symmetry Gflavor of the SM
Lagrangian in absence of Yukawa couplings shown in Eq. (1.4). Since this global symmetry, and partic-
ularly the SU(3) subgroups controlling quark flavor-changing transitions, is already broken within the
SM, we cannot promote it to be an exact symmetry of the NP model. Some breaking would appear at the
quantum level because of the SM Yukawa interactions. The most restrictive assumption we can make to
protect in a consistent way quark-flavor mixing beyond the SM is to assume that Yd and Yu are the only
sources of flavor symmetry breaking also in the NP model. To implement and interpret this hypothesis
in a consistent way, we can assume that Gq is a good symmetry and promote Yu,d to be non-dynamical
fields (spurions) with non-trivial transformation properties under Gq:

Yu ⇠ (3, 3̄, 1) , Yd ⇠ (3, 1, 3̄) . (3.2)

If the breaking of the symmetry occurs at very high energy scales, at low-energies we would only be
sensitive to the background values of the Y , i.e. to the ordinary SM Yukawa couplings. The role of the
Yukawa in breaking the flavor symmetry becomes similar to the role of the Higgs in the the breaking
of the gauge symmetry. However, in the case of the Yukawa we don’t know (and we do not attempt to
construct) a dynamical model which give rise to this symmetry breaking.

26

Hierachy, naturaleness, etc.

Inconsistency between SM picture of CPV and 
Big Bang comes directly from the quark 
masses and cannot be explained away though.

Assume Big Bang picture is correct, there 
must be sources of CPV outside the SM!

For the purposes of this talk, “flavour 
physics” really means “quark flavour 
physics”, with apologies to neutrinos, 
lepton flavour violation, etc.

Specifically measurements which tell us 
about the matter-antimatter discrepancy.

Existing flavour measurements constrain 
generic New Physics at the TeV scale, 
competitive with direct searches.
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Physics Goals
Search for New Physics and CP violation in rare processes using b and c 
quark decays

2009: Pre LHCb
Today: Decade of work of the 
experimental + theory 
flavour community
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And achievements 

Demonstrated LHC ideal place to do flavour physics

Flavor Physics and CP Violation Conference, Victoria BC, 2019 5
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FIG. 5: HFLAV average of all measurements of R(D) and

R(D⇤
), updated with the results of the Belle collaboration

presented in these proceedings. The red ellipse shows the

combined average and the data point is the SM prediction,

showing a discrepancy of 3.1�. This plot is retrieved from

the HFLAV website [9], using inputs from [2–4, 7, 10–14].

and hadronic decay mode of the ⌧
� lepton, and, de-

pending on the measurement, use the Run 2 as well
as the Run 1 dataset. These measurements will shed
new light on the current discrepancy with the SM. Fi-
nally, the large datasets that will be collected by the
LHCb upgrade [15] and Belle II [16] experiments will
allow measurements of LFU in charged-current B de-
cays to be precise enough to confirm LFU breaking
if the central values remain the same as the current
best-fit values.
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The LHCb Detector

pp collision Point

Vertex Locator
VELO

Tracking System

Muon System RICH Detectors

Calorimeters

~ 1 cm

B
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LHCb-UK 
Birmingham, Bristol, Cambridge, Edinburgh, Glasgow, 
Imperial, Liverpool, Manchester, Oxford, RAL, Warwick 

Collaboration 850 authors, 19 % UK affiliated

Current Deputy spokeperson (C. Parkes) and 
CB chair (V. Gibson)
NCB chair
Operations coordinator (+Deputy)

25 % of physics groups convenors from UK

UK led construction and successful operation of 
Vertex detector + RICH for LHCb. Now playing 
same role for UI upgrade 

UK provides appropriate Tier-1 data storage for LHCb, 
GRID sites, core software development
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LHCb: Run 1+2 Overview 

~ 9.2 fb-1 of data collected

Essentially all 
data physics 
quality 

Plus dataset at 2.76, 5 TeV,  and in pA, AA, 
Unique fixed target mode (SMOG) 
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Detector Performance 

Eur. Phys. J. C (2013) 73:2431 Page 13 of 17

hypothesis, it is removed in the next iterations. These modi-
fications to the likelihood minimisation dramatically reduce
the CPU resources required.

The background contribution to the event likelihood
is determined prior to the likelihood algorithm described
above. This is done by comparing the expected signal in
each HPD, due to the reconstructed tracks and their assigned
mass hypothesis, to the observed signal. Any excess is used
to determine the background contribution for each HPD and
is included in the likelihood calculation.

The background estimation and likelihood minimisation
algorithms can be run multiple times for each event. In prac-
tice it is found that only two iterations of the algorithms
are needed to get convergence. The final results of the parti-
cle identification are differences in the log-likelihood values
! log L, which give for each track the change in the over-
all event log-likelihood when that track is changed from the
pion hypothesis to each of the electron, muon, kaon and pro-
ton hypotheses. These values are then used to identify parti-
cle types.

5.2 Performance with isolated tracks

A reconstructed Cherenkov ring will generally overlap with
several others. Solitary rings from isolated tracks provide a
useful test of the RICH performance, since the reconstructed
Cherenkov angle can be uniquely predicted. A track is de-
fined as isolated when its Cherenkov ring does not overlap
with any other ring from the same radiator.

Figure 14 shows the Cherenkov angle as a function of
particle momentum using information from the C4F10 radi-
ator for isolated tracks selected in data (∼2 % of all tracks).
As expected, the events are distributed into distinct bands
according to their mass. Whilst the RICH detectors are pri-
marily used for hadron identification, it is worth noting that
a distinct muon band can also be observed.

Fig. 14 Reconstructed Cherenkov angle as a function of track momen-
tum in the C4F10 radiator

5.3 PID calibration samples

In order to determine the PID performance on data, high
statistics samples of genuine K±,π±, p and p̄ tracks are
needed. The selection of such control samples must be in-
dependent of PID information, which would otherwise bias
the result. The strategy employed is to reconstruct, through
purely kinematic selections independent of RICH informa-
tion, exclusive decays of particles copiously produced and
reconstructed at LHCb.

The following decays, and their charge conjugates, are
identified: K0

S →π+π−, #→pπ−, D∗+ → D0(K−π+)π+.
This ensemble of final states provides a complete set of
charged particle types needed to comprehensively assess the
RICH detectors hadron PID performance. As demonstrated
in Fig. 15, the K0

S, #, and D∗ selections have extremely high
purity.

While high purity samples of the control modes can be
gathered through purely kinematic requirements alone, the
residual backgrounds present within each must still be ac-
counted for. To distinguish background from signal, a likeli-
hood technique, called s P lot [30], is used, where the invari-
ant mass of the composite particle K0

S,#, D0 is used as the
discriminating variable.

The power of the RICH PID can be appreciated by con-
sidering the ! log L distributions for each track type from
the control samples. Figures 16 (a–c) show the correspond-
ing distributions in the 2D plane of ! log L(K − π) versus
! log L(p −π). Each particle type is seen within a quadrant
of the two dimensional ! log L space, and demonstrates the
powerful discrimination of the RICH.

5.4 PID performance

Utilizing the log-likelihood values obtained from the con-
trol channels, one is able to study the discrimination achiev-
able between any pair of track types by imposing require-
ments on their differences, such as ! log(K − π). Figure 17
demonstrates the kaon efficiency (kaons identified as kaons)
and pion misidentification (pions misidentified as kaons), as
a function of particle momentum, obtained from imposing
two different requirements on this distribution. Requiring
that the likelihood for each track with the kaon mass hy-
pothesis be larger than that with the pion hypothesis, i.e.
! log L(K − π) > 0, and averaging over the momentum
range 2–100 GeV/c, the kaon efficiency and pion misidenti-
fication fraction are found to be ∼95 % and ∼10 %, respec-
tively. The alternative PID requirement of ! log L(K−π) >

5 illustrates that the misidentification rate can be signifi-
cantly reduced to ∼3 % for a kaon efficiency of ∼85 %. Fig-
ure 18 shows the corresponding efficiencies and misidentifi-
cation fractions in simulation. In addition to K/π separation,
both p/π and p/K separation are equally vital for a large

Detector performed as designed. Superb foundation to do good physics

Impact parameter 
resolution in 
vertex detector

Cherenkov angle for 
isolated tracks

UK Led

UK Led
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Run 2 Data Taking 

Physics output maximized by 
doing more analysis and selection 
online

Data buffering in farm: time to make
‘offline’ quality decision at HLT2

Real-time calibration + alignment 

Selective persistency (‘TURBO’)
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Figure 1: Overview of the LHCb trigger system.

combinations in the event. Events selected by the HLT1 trigger are bu↵ered to disk storage
in the online system. This is done for two purposes: events can be processed further
during inter-fill periods, and the detector can be calibrated and aligned run-by-run before
the HLT2 stage. Once the detector is aligned and calibrated, events are passed to HLT2,
where a full event reconstruction is performed. This allows for a wide range of inclusive
and exclusive final states to trigger the event and obviates the need for further o✏ine
processing.

This paper describes the design and performance of the Run 2 LHCb trigger system,
including the real-time reconstruction which runs in the HLT. The software framework
enabling real-time analysis (“TURBO”) has been described in detail elsewhere. The initial
proof-of-concept deployed in 2015 [2] allowed o↵line-quality signal candidates selected
in the trigger to be written to permanent storage. It also allowed physics analysts to
use the o↵line analysis tools when working with these candidates, which was crucial in
enabling LHCb to rapidly produce a number of publications proving that real-time analysis
was possible without losing precision or introducing additional systematics. Subsequent
developments [3] generalized this approach to allow not only the signal candidate but also
information about other, related, particles in the event to be saved. These developments
also transformed the proof-of-concept implementation into a scalable solution which will
now form the basis of LHCb’s upgrade computing model [4].

2

[JINST 14 (2019) P04013]
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Scientific Output 
• 492 papers submitted or published papers 

• Harvest of Run 1+2 data will continue  for some time

• Focus on a few recent results
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Spectroscopy
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Large collected dataset has created new golden age for spectroscopy 

Many new conventional
and exotic states founs

Conventional states
e.g. Observation  of narrow 
X(3842) state likely 3D3 state 
of charmonium system

Measurement using the full 
dataset  reported at spring 
conferences

JHEP 07 (2019) 035
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Charm
• Wide program in charm rare decays and CP violation searches

• Huge statistics: Run 2 profits from improved trigger + extensive use of TURBO:

• Combined gives factor 4 improvement compared to Run 1

• UK has strong leadership of the program

• Many important results in recent months: first measurement of mass difference

between neutral charm eigenstates, first observation of CP violation in charm

PRL 122 (2019) 211803PRL. 122 (2019) 231802

Full dataset

�ACP = (�15.4± 2.9)⇥ 10�4
<latexit sha1_base64="Wj39cF35t3+scY20qtRAlY77D+Q=">AAACF3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcvjUGIhwwzIaIehGg8eIxgFsjE0NPpJE16FrprhDDkL7z4K148KOJVb/6NneWgiQ8KHu9VUVXPiwRXYNvfRmppeWV1Lb2e2djc2t4xd/dqKowlZVUailA2PKKY4AGrAgfBGpFkxPcEq3uD8tivPzCpeBjcwTBiLZ/0At7llICW2qblXjMBBF+2k3JlhC9wLu+cWEXsRj4uWOfH2AXuM4Ud+z7JF0dtM2tb9gR4kTgzkkUzVNrml9sJaeyzAKggSjUdO4JWQiRwKtgo48aKRYQOSI81NQ2IXtZKJn+N8JFWOrgbSl0B4In6eyIhvlJD39OdPoG+mvfG4n9eM4buWSvhQRQDC+h0UTcWGEI8Dgl3uGQUxFATQiXXt2LaJ5JQ0FFmdAjO/MuLpFawHNtybovZ0tUsjjQ6QIcohxx0ikroBlVQFVH0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mLamjNnMPvoD4/MHbAebsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wj39cF35t3+scY20qtRAlY77D+Q=">AAACF3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcvjUGIhwwzIaIehGg8eIxgFsjE0NPpJE16FrprhDDkL7z4K148KOJVb/6NneWgiQ8KHu9VUVXPiwRXYNvfRmppeWV1Lb2e2djc2t4xd/dqKowlZVUailA2PKKY4AGrAgfBGpFkxPcEq3uD8tivPzCpeBjcwTBiLZ/0At7llICW2qblXjMBBF+2k3JlhC9wLu+cWEXsRj4uWOfH2AXuM4Ud+z7JF0dtM2tb9gR4kTgzkkUzVNrml9sJaeyzAKggSjUdO4JWQiRwKtgo48aKRYQOSI81NQ2IXtZKJn+N8JFWOrgbSl0B4In6eyIhvlJD39OdPoG+mvfG4n9eM4buWSvhQRQDC+h0UTcWGEI8Dgl3uGQUxFATQiXXt2LaJ5JQ0FFmdAjO/MuLpFawHNtybovZ0tUsjjQ6QIcohxx0ikroBlVQFVH0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mLamjNnMPvoD4/MHbAebsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wj39cF35t3+scY20qtRAlY77D+Q=">AAACF3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcvjUGIhwwzIaIehGg8eIxgFsjE0NPpJE16FrprhDDkL7z4K148KOJVb/6NneWgiQ8KHu9VUVXPiwRXYNvfRmppeWV1Lb2e2djc2t4xd/dqKowlZVUailA2PKKY4AGrAgfBGpFkxPcEq3uD8tivPzCpeBjcwTBiLZ/0At7llICW2qblXjMBBF+2k3JlhC9wLu+cWEXsRj4uWOfH2AXuM4Ud+z7JF0dtM2tb9gR4kTgzkkUzVNrml9sJaeyzAKggSjUdO4JWQiRwKtgo48aKRYQOSI81NQ2IXtZKJn+N8JFWOrgbSl0B4In6eyIhvlJD39OdPoG+mvfG4n9eM4buWSvhQRQDC+h0UTcWGEI8Dgl3uGQUxFATQiXXt2LaJ5JQ0FFmdAjO/MuLpFawHNtybovZ0tUsjjQ6QIcohxx0ikroBlVQFVH0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mLamjNnMPvoD4/MHbAebsw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Wj39cF35t3+scY20qtRAlY77D+Q=">AAACF3icbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqEcvjUGIhwwzIaIehGg8eIxgFsjE0NPpJE16FrprhDDkL7z4K148KOJVb/6NneWgiQ8KHu9VUVXPiwRXYNvfRmppeWV1Lb2e2djc2t4xd/dqKowlZVUailA2PKKY4AGrAgfBGpFkxPcEq3uD8tivPzCpeBjcwTBiLZ/0At7llICW2qblXjMBBF+2k3JlhC9wLu+cWEXsRj4uWOfH2AXuM4Ud+z7JF0dtM2tb9gR4kTgzkkUzVNrml9sJaeyzAKggSjUdO4JWQiRwKtgo48aKRYQOSI81NQ2IXtZKJn+N8JFWOrgbSl0B4In6eyIhvlJD39OdPoG+mvfG4n9eM4buWSvhQRQDC+h0UTcWGEI8Dgl3uGQUxFATQiXXt2LaJ5JQ0FFmdAjO/MuLpFawHNtybovZ0tUsjjQ6QIcohxx0ikroBlVQFVH0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mLamjNnMPvoD4/MHbAebsw==</latexit>
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CP violation in B
s

mixing 

Observable CP violating phase f
s 
(analogous to sin2β in B

0
case ): SM 

expectation f
s

~ -0.037 rad. Can be enhanced in New Physics models

LHCb measure f
s

in J/ψϕ, J/ψππ 

modes, ATLAS/CMS in J/ψϕ

B0
s � D�

s �+

UK Led

LHCb combination

HFLAV Average 
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<latexit sha1_base64="r1Miv+01N5QwerH8/HbnidDBhZM=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1VwoSUpFd0IRTcuK9gHNCFMptN26EwSZm7EEvoDbvwVNy4UcevenX/j9LHQ6oELh3Pu5d57wkRwDY7zZeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unoeNUUVansYhVKySaCR6xOnAQrJUoRmQoWDMcXI395h1TmsfRLQwT5kvSi3iXUwJGCuwDL+nzQOMLfFJxsZdIXD7F3jH2gN2DkplUpDMK7KJTcibAf4k7I0U0Qy2wP71OTFPJIqCCaN12nQT8jCjgVLBRwUs1SwgdkB5rGxoRybSfTb4Z4UOjdHA3VqYiwBP150RGpNZDGZpOSaCv572x+J/XTqF77mc8SlJgEZ0u6qYCQ4zH0eAOV4yCGBpCqOLmVkz7RBEKJsCCCcGdf/kvaZRLrlNybyrF6uUsjjzaQ/voCLnoDFXRNaqhOqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Pm3NWbOZXfQL1sc3S2aZ1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r1Miv+01N5QwerH8/HbnidDBhZM=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1VwoSUpFd0IRTcuK9gHNCFMptN26EwSZm7EEvoDbvwVNy4UcevenX/j9LHQ6oELh3Pu5d57wkRwDY7zZeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unoeNUUVansYhVKySaCR6xOnAQrJUoRmQoWDMcXI395h1TmsfRLQwT5kvSi3iXUwJGCuwDL+nzQOMLfFJxsZdIXD7F3jH2gN2DkplUpDMK7KJTcibAf4k7I0U0Qy2wP71OTFPJIqCCaN12nQT8jCjgVLBRwUs1SwgdkB5rGxoRybSfTb4Z4UOjdHA3VqYiwBP150RGpNZDGZpOSaCv572x+J/XTqF77mc8SlJgEZ0u6qYCQ4zH0eAOV4yCGBpCqOLmVkz7RBEKJsCCCcGdf/kvaZRLrlNybyrF6uUsjjzaQ/voCLnoDFXRNaqhOqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Pm3NWbOZXfQL1sc3S2aZ1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r1Miv+01N5QwerH8/HbnidDBhZM=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1VwoSUpFd0IRTcuK9gHNCFMptN26EwSZm7EEvoDbvwVNy4UcevenX/j9LHQ6oELh3Pu5d57wkRwDY7zZeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unoeNUUVansYhVKySaCR6xOnAQrJUoRmQoWDMcXI395h1TmsfRLQwT5kvSi3iXUwJGCuwDL+nzQOMLfFJxsZdIXD7F3jH2gN2DkplUpDMK7KJTcibAf4k7I0U0Qy2wP71OTFPJIqCCaN12nQT8jCjgVLBRwUs1SwgdkB5rGxoRybSfTb4Z4UOjdHA3VqYiwBP150RGpNZDGZpOSaCv572x+J/XTqF77mc8SlJgEZ0u6qYCQ4zH0eAOV4yCGBpCqOLmVkz7RBEKJsCCCcGdf/kvaZRLrlNybyrF6uUsjjzaQ/voCLnoDFXRNaqhOqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Pm3NWbOZXfQL1sc3S2aZ1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="r1Miv+01N5QwerH8/HbnidDBhZM=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1VwoSUpFd0IRTcuK9gHNCFMptN26EwSZm7EEvoDbvwVNy4UcevenX/j9LHQ6oELh3Pu5d57wkRwDY7zZeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unoeNUUVansYhVKySaCR6xOnAQrJUoRmQoWDMcXI395h1TmsfRLQwT5kvSi3iXUwJGCuwDL+nzQOMLfFJxsZdIXD7F3jH2gN2DkplUpDMK7KJTcibAf4k7I0U0Qy2wP71OTFPJIqCCaN12nQT8jCjgVLBRwUs1SwgdkB5rGxoRybSfTb4Z4UOjdHA3VqYiwBP150RGpNZDGZpOSaCv572x+J/XTqF77mc8SlJgEZ0u6qYCQ4zH0eAOV4yCGBpCqOLmVkz7RBEKJsCCCcGdf/kvaZRLrlNybyrF6uUsjjzaQ/voCLnoDFXRNaqhOqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Pm3NWbOZXfQL1sc3S2aZ1Q==</latexit>

�s = �55 ± 21mrad
<latexit sha1_base64="exyanbS2njwUunwYDTOJvHFgdf8=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1VwoSUpFt0IRTcuK9gHNCFMptN26EwSZm7EEvoDbvwVNy4UcevenX/j9LHQ6oELh3Pu5d57wkRwDY7zZeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unoeNUUVansYhVKySaCR6xOnAQrJUoRmQoWDMcXI395h1TmsfRLQwT5kvSi3iXUwJGCuwDL+nzQOMLfFKpYC+RuOxi7xh7wO5ByUwq0hkFdtEpORPgv8SdkSKaoRbYn14npqlkEVBBtG67TgJ+RhRwKtio4KWaJYQOSI+1DY2IZNrPJt+M8KFROrgbK1MR4In6cyIjUuuhDE2nJNDX895Y/M9rp9A99zMeJSmwiE4XdVOBIcbjaHCHK0ZBDA0hVHFzK6Z9oggFE2DBhODOv/yXNMol1ym5N6fF6uUsjjzaQ/voCLnoDFXRNaqhOqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Pm3NWbOZXfQL1sc3TR+Z1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="exyanbS2njwUunwYDTOJvHFgdf8=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1VwoSUpFt0IRTcuK9gHNCFMptN26EwSZm7EEvoDbvwVNy4UcevenX/j9LHQ6oELh3Pu5d57wkRwDY7zZeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unoeNUUVansYhVKySaCR6xOnAQrJUoRmQoWDMcXI395h1TmsfRLQwT5kvSi3iXUwJGCuwDL+nzQOMLfFKpYC+RuOxi7xh7wO5ByUwq0hkFdtEpORPgv8SdkSKaoRbYn14npqlkEVBBtG67TgJ+RhRwKtio4KWaJYQOSI+1DY2IZNrPJt+M8KFROrgbK1MR4In6cyIjUuuhDE2nJNDX895Y/M9rp9A99zMeJSmwiE4XdVOBIcbjaHCHK0ZBDA0hVHFzK6Z9oggFE2DBhODOv/yXNMol1ym5N6fF6uUsjjzaQ/voCLnoDFXRNaqhOqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Pm3NWbOZXfQL1sc3TR+Z1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="exyanbS2njwUunwYDTOJvHFgdf8=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1VwoSUpFt0IRTcuK9gHNCFMptN26EwSZm7EEvoDbvwVNy4UcevenX/j9LHQ6oELh3Pu5d57wkRwDY7zZeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unoeNUUVansYhVKySaCR6xOnAQrJUoRmQoWDMcXI395h1TmsfRLQwT5kvSi3iXUwJGCuwDL+nzQOMLfFKpYC+RuOxi7xh7wO5ByUwq0hkFdtEpORPgv8SdkSKaoRbYn14npqlkEVBBtG67TgJ+RhRwKtio4KWaJYQOSI+1DY2IZNrPJt+M8KFROrgbK1MR4In6cyIjUuuhDE2nJNDX895Y/M9rp9A99zMeJSmwiE4XdVOBIcbjaHCHK0ZBDA0hVHFzK6Z9oggFE2DBhODOv/yXNMol1ym5N6fF6uUsjjzaQ/voCLnoDFXRNaqhOqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Pm3NWbOZXfQL1sc3TR+Z1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="exyanbS2njwUunwYDTOJvHFgdf8=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1VwoSUpFt0IRTcuK9gHNCFMptN26EwSZm7EEvoDbvwVNy4UcevenX/j9LHQ6oELh3Pu5d57wkRwDY7zZeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unoeNUUVansYhVKySaCR6xOnAQrJUoRmQoWDMcXI395h1TmsfRLQwT5kvSi3iXUwJGCuwDL+nzQOMLfFKpYC+RuOxi7xh7wO5ByUwq0hkFdtEpORPgv8SdkSKaoRbYn14npqlkEVBBtG67TgJ+RhRwKtio4KWaJYQOSI+1DY2IZNrPJt+M8KFROrgbK1MR4In6cyIjUuuhDE2nJNDX895Y/M9rp9A99zMeJSmwiE4XdVOBIcbjaHCHK0ZBDA0hVHFzK6Z9oggFE2DBhODOv/yXNMol1ym5N6fF6uUsjjzaQ/voCLnoDFXRNaqhOqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Pm3NWbOZXfQL1sc3TR+Z1g==</latexit>

LHCb combination

HFLAV Average 
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<latexit sha1_base64="exyanbS2njwUunwYDTOJvHFgdf8=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1VwoSUpFt0IRTcuK9gHNCFMptN26EwSZm7EEvoDbvwVNy4UcevenX/j9LHQ6oELh3Pu5d57wkRwDY7zZeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unoeNUUVansYhVKySaCR6xOnAQrJUoRmQoWDMcXI395h1TmsfRLQwT5kvSi3iXUwJGCuwDL+nzQOMLfFKpYC+RuOxi7xh7wO5ByUwq0hkFdtEpORPgv8SdkSKaoRbYn14npqlkEVBBtG67TgJ+RhRwKtio4KWaJYQOSI+1DY2IZNrPJt+M8KFROrgbK1MR4In6cyIjUuuhDE2nJNDX895Y/M9rp9A99zMeJSmwiE4XdVOBIcbjaHCHK0ZBDA0hVHFzK6Z9oggFE2DBhODOv/yXNMol1ym5N6fF6uUsjjzaQ/voCLnoDFXRNaqhOqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Pm3NWbOZXfQL1sc3TR+Z1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="exyanbS2njwUunwYDTOJvHFgdf8=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1VwoSUpFt0IRTcuK9gHNCFMptN26EwSZm7EEvoDbvwVNy4UcevenX/j9LHQ6oELh3Pu5d57wkRwDY7zZeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unoeNUUVansYhVKySaCR6xOnAQrJUoRmQoWDMcXI395h1TmsfRLQwT5kvSi3iXUwJGCuwDL+nzQOMLfFKpYC+RuOxi7xh7wO5ByUwq0hkFdtEpORPgv8SdkSKaoRbYn14npqlkEVBBtG67TgJ+RhRwKtio4KWaJYQOSI+1DY2IZNrPJt+M8KFROrgbK1MR4In6cyIjUuuhDE2nJNDX895Y/M9rp9A99zMeJSmwiE4XdVOBIcbjaHCHK0ZBDA0hVHFzK6Z9oggFE2DBhODOv/yXNMol1ym5N6fF6uUsjjzaQ/voCLnoDFXRNaqhOqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Pm3NWbOZXfQL1sc3TR+Z1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="exyanbS2njwUunwYDTOJvHFgdf8=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1VwoSUpFt0IRTcuK9gHNCFMptN26EwSZm7EEvoDbvwVNy4UcevenX/j9LHQ6oELh3Pu5d57wkRwDY7zZeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unoeNUUVansYhVKySaCR6xOnAQrJUoRmQoWDMcXI395h1TmsfRLQwT5kvSi3iXUwJGCuwDL+nzQOMLfFKpYC+RuOxi7xh7wO5ByUwq0hkFdtEpORPgv8SdkSKaoRbYn14npqlkEVBBtG67TgJ+RhRwKtio4KWaJYQOSI+1DY2IZNrPJt+M8KFROrgbK1MR4In6cyIjUuuhDE2nJNDX895Y/M9rp9A99zMeJSmwiE4XdVOBIcbjaHCHK0ZBDA0hVHFzK6Z9oggFE2DBhODOv/yXNMol1ym5N6fF6uUsjjzaQ/voCLnoDFXRNaqhOqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Pm3NWbOZXfQL1sc3TR+Z1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="exyanbS2njwUunwYDTOJvHFgdf8=">AAACDXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g1VwoSUpFt0IRTcuK9gHNCFMptN26EwSZm7EEvoDbvwVNy4UcevenX/j9LHQ6oELh3Pu5d57wkRwDY7zZeUWFpeWV/KrhbX1jc0te3unoeNUUVansYhVKySaCR6xOnAQrJUoRmQoWDMcXI395h1TmsfRLQwT5kvSi3iXUwJGCuwDL+nzQOMLfFKpYC+RuOxi7xh7wO5ByUwq0hkFdtEpORPgv8SdkSKaoRbYn14npqlkEVBBtG67TgJ+RhRwKtio4KWaJYQOSI+1DY2IZNrPJt+M8KFROrgbK1MR4In6cyIjUuuhDE2nJNDX895Y/M9rp9A99zMeJSmwiE4XdVOBIcbjaHCHK0ZBDA0hVHFzK6Z9oggFE2DBhODOv/yXNMol1ym5N6fF6uUsjjzaQ/voCLnoDFXRNaqhOqLoAT2hF/RqPVrP1pv1Pm3NWbOZXfQL1sc3TR+Z1g==</latexit>

LHCb combination

HFLAV Average 

EPJC 79 (2019) 706
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Electroweak penguins
Puzzling deviations: B0 → K*0 µ+µ� 

•  Ratios of observables show reduced dependence on form factors  
à construct observables like 
 
                                           Form factor free at leading order  

•  LHCb sees puzzling deviation in observable P5’ 
•  Adding ATLAS, CMS, Belle data does not make picture conclusive  

Johannes Albrecht 16. July 2019 17/25 

LHCb:   JHEP 02 (2016) 104 
BELLE: PRL 118 (2017) 
ATLAS ATLAS-CONF-2017-023 
CMS PLB 781 (2018) 517541 

P5
' =

S5

FL (1− FL )

Branching fractions of b → s µ+µ- 

Johannes Albrecht 16. July 2019 14/25 

•  Analysis of large class of b → s µ+µ- decays 
–  Tendency measure lower BR than SM prediction 

à intriguing hint or theoretical issue in prediction? 

•  SM predictions suffer from sizeable uncertainties   

Rare decays: Testing b → s l+l- transitions 

•  Purely leptonic 
–  “add nothing” 

•  Semileptonic 
–  add d quark as spectator 

à B0 → K*0 µ+µ-

–  add s quark as spectator 
à Bs

 →  φ µ+µ- 
–  add u quark as spectator 

à B+ →  Κ+ µ+µ- 

•  Lepton Universality  
–  Compare muons to electrons 

b → s µ+µ- base diagram 

32 

Λ0
b Λ0

W

t t

γ/Z0

b

ud

µ

µ

s

ud

B̄0
s

φ
W

t t

γ/Z0

b

s

µ

µ

s

32 

B− K−

W

t t

γ/Z0

b

u

µ

µ

s

u

W

t t

γ/Z0

µ

µ

K∗

s

d

B̄0

b

d

s

Johannes Albrecht 16. July 2019 10/25 

Long-standing anomalies from 

Run 1 in electroweak penguin decays

Muon BF for many modes low

compared to SM predictions

LHCb Angular analysis of B → K*""
shows tension in P5

’ variable

More data needed but data points to

new physics in Wilson coefficients 

C9 (vector coupling) or C9+C10 (axial

Vector) 

Parallel hints of LFU violation 

(RK, RK*)

Branching fractions of b → s µ+µ- 

Johannes Albrecht 16. July 2019 14/25 

•  Analysis of large class of b → s µ+µ- decays 
–  Tendency measure lower BR than SM prediction 

à intriguing hint or theoretical issue in prediction? 

•  SM predictions suffer from sizeable uncertainties   
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RK

Mike Williams 7

Expect something very close to one in the SM (result about 2.5σ away).

LHCb  |

Lepton Universality

BSM?

The b→s penguin decays are sensitive to BSM contributions in the loop:

�

�

�/
�+
�&
�3

/HSWRQ�XQLYHUVDOLW\�XVLQJ B→ Kℓℓ GHFD\V��,�
^�SUHOLPLQDU\�`

t *O UIF 4. DPVQMJOH UP BMM MFQUPOT JT UIF TBNF�

t

RK =
Γ(B+→ K+µ+µ−)

Γ(B+→ K+e+e−)

t &YQFDU RSM
K = 1 +O(

m2
µ

m2
b
) TNBMM DPSSFDUJPOT EVF UP QIBTF TQBDF BOE

)JHHT QFOHVJO EJBHSBNT�

t /FX 	QTFVEP
TDBMBS PQFSBUPST NJHIU EJTUJOHVJTI FMFDUSPOT BOE NVPOT JO

NPEFMT XJUI BO FYUFOEFE )JHHT TFDUPS EFWJBUJPO VQ UP ��� XSU UP 4.�

t (RK−1)
B(B0

s→µ+µ−) ∼ 2 · 10−5 GPS TVDI NPEFMT�

t RK QSFWJPVTMZ NFBTVSFE CZ #B#BS BOE #FMMF XJUI WFSZ MJNJUFE TUBUJTUJDT�

t 'JSTU BOBMZTJT CZ -)$C VTFT � GC−1�

� ��

���

�

�

�/
�+
�&
�3

/HSWRQ�XQLYHUVDOLW\�LQ B→ Kℓℓ GHFD\V��,,,�
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^�SUHOLPLQDU\�`

t 'PSN EPVCMF SBUJP XJUI B+→ J/ψK+ UP DBODFM TZTUFNBUJDT�

t -BSHFTU SFNBJOJOH TZTUFNBUJDT BSF mU NPEFM BOE USJHHFS FGmDJFODZ�

t 0OMZ DPOTJEFS �*H9�/c4 � q2 � � *H9�/c4� 5IFPSFUJDBMMZ XFMM QSFEJDUFE�

/P DIBSN MPPQ DPOUSJCVUJPOT OPU DIBSN SFTPOBODFT�

t .PTU QSFDJTF NFBTVSFNFOU UP EBUF�

RK = 0.745+0.090
−0.074(TUBU)± 0.036(TZT)

t $PNQBUJCMF XJUI 4. QSFEJDUJPO XJUIJO ���σ�� ���

���

LHCb-PAPER-2014-024 (upcoming)

UK Led

Recent update from LHCb using data
up to 2016 on

Supplementary material to LHCb-PAPER-2019-009
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Figure 1: Comparison of the LHCb RK measurements with previous experimental results from

LHCb [1] and the B factories [2, 3]. The LHCb Run 1 result is greyed out since it is superseded

by the new result.
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Figure 2: Fits to the m (2S)(K
+`+`�) invariant-mass distribution of (left)

B+!  (2S)(! e+e�)K+
and (right) B+!  (2S)(! µ+µ�

)K+
candidates. Electron

(muon) candidates are required to have 9.92 < q2 < 16.40GeV
2/c4 (12.5 < q2 < 14.2GeV

2/c4).
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Figure 1: (Top) expected distributions of the opening angle between the two leptons, in the
laboratory frame, for the four modes in the double ratio used to determine RK . (Bottom) the
single ratio rJ/ relative to its average value

⌦
rJ/ 

↵
as a function of the opening angle.

in the double ratio. For each of the variables examined, no significant trend is observed.
Figure 1 shows the ratio as a function of the dilepton opening angle and other examples
are provided in the Supplemental Material [71]. Assuming the deviations that are observed
indicate genuine mismodelling of the e�ciencies, rather than fluctuations, and taking into
account the spectrum of the relevant variables in the nonresonant decay modes of interest,
a total shift on RK is computed for each of the variables examined. In each case, the
resulting variation is within the estimated systematic uncertainty on RK . The rJ/ ratio
is also computed in two- and three-dimensional bins of the considered variables. Again, no
trend is seen and the deviations observed are consistent with the systematic uncertainties
on RK . An example is shown in Fig. S7 in the Supplemental Material [71]. Independent
studies of the electron reconstruction e�ciency using control channels selected from the
data also give consistent results.

The results of the fits to the m(K+
`
+
`
�) and mJ/ (K+

`
+
`
�) distributions are shown

in Fig. 2. A total of 1943 ± 49 B
+
! K

+
µ
+
µ
� decays are observed. A study of the

B
+
! K

+
µ
+
µ
� di↵erential branching fraction gives results that are consistent with pre-

vious LHCb measurements [12] but, owing to the selection criteria optimised for the
precision on RK , are less precise. The B

+
! K

+
µ
+
µ
� di↵erential branching fraction

observed is consistent between the 7 and 8TeV data and the 13TeV data.
The value of RK is measured to be

RK = 0.846 +0.060
� 0.054

+0.016
� 0.014 ,

7
Consistent with SM at 2.5! level
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Still to come…

• RK, RK* , RD* and others

• Angular analysis of K*!!

• Bs → !! with full dataset

• Charm mixing and CP observables

• CKM parameters: sin2# , $,  %s, …  

• Further exploration of heavy flavor spectroscopy

Full Run 1+2 results



The BESIII experiment and Collaboration

Sneha Malde BESIII PPAP 18

Located in Beijing @ BEPCII 
accelerator

e+e- collider √s = 2-4.6 GeV
Hermetic detector

Third generation of BES experiments

Data collected at √s = 3.770 gives access 
to quantum correlated D decays

Allows for unique work in charm 
strong phase measurements

Cornerstone of the Chinese 
experimental particle physics 

programme

Oxford and Manchester joined in December 2017, specifically 
due to expertise in charm strong phase measurements
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Specific UK interests 

Sneha Malde BESIII PPAP 19

• UK interests in BESIII are primarily tied to the interests of some flagship LHCb 
Upgrade (and BELLE II) measurements.

• Production mechanisms at BESIII allow for unique, precise, and vital, charm 
measurements which essentially cannot be performed elsewhere.

• Joint LHCb-BESIII workshops in Feb 2019 and May 2019 to explore mutual benefit 
(LHCB-PUB-2016-025)

• Perfect fit with the European strategy 
• Replicate the success of the UK CLEO-c contribution
• Funded through Royal Society (multiple grants) & ERC starter grant, MSCA IF 
• Oxford and Manchester active in the collaboration (Publication Committee and 

Speakers Bureau)
• Manchester provides UK grid resources for BESIII jobs (Blackett facility)



Strong phase parameters from ψ(3770)  

Sneha Malde BESIII PPAP 20

• Phase measurement requires system with interference
• e+ e- à y(3770) à DD
• Two D mesons are quantum correlated.

y(3770)
D1

D2

Signal decay

Tag decay

DàKSpp

∝| A |2 + | A |2 −2 | A || A | cos(δ)
Density of signal

e.g. DàKSpp

e.g. CP+ eigenstate

DàKSpp is one decay mode, of interest. There are many more of interest to LHCb and BELLEII 

Between Oxford and Manchester the following modes are under study:
DàKSpp , DàK3p Dà4p, 

First multibody strong phase results from BESIII anticipated by end of year.



Strong phase parameter uses

Sneha Malde     BESIII PPAP 21

• CKM angle γ is measured in a variety of B decays
• Most of these measurements include a decay of a 

neutral D
• Strong phase parameters provide input on this part 

of the decay in a model-independent way à
crucial for precision measurement.

• Analyses of BESIII data would open new channels 
and methods for γ measurement.

• A number of current inputs only possible due to 
the UK involvement in CLEO-c

Dataset Contribution to s(g) Comment
CLEO-c 0.8 fb-1 2� Not precise enough + limited 

observables

BESIII  3 fb-1 (2010 + 
2011)

Projected : 1� Data analysis now underway

BESIII  10-20 fb-1 

(planned)
Projected : 0.5� Essential for LHCb upgrade and 

BELLE II

BESIII precision required for LHCb run2 onwards and Belle II
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Belle 2

• Belle 2 is starting to take data  (No UK involvement)

• Aim to collect 50 ab-1 by 2027 (50 times more than b-factories) 

See talk of T. Browder at EPS19
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Belle 2
First physics Run in Spring 2019

6.2 fb-1 of data collected

Good detectors performance demonstrated

First b-meson signals

Observation of BàJ/ψ KS

A Golden CP 
Eigenstate

  N (B→ J /ψ KS ) = 26.9 ±5.2Figure credit: Physics Today

About ½ of the initial 
Phase 3 data sample.

Observation of BàJ/ψ KS

A Golden CP 
Eigenstate

  N (B→ J /ψ KS ) = 26.9 ±5.2Figure credit: Physics Today

About ½ of the initial 
Phase 3 data sample.

From talk of T. Browder EPS2019
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Belle 2
Future prospects

Expect Belle II and LHCb upgrade to match each other’s
performance!
�(�3) < 2� by 2027.

Due to Belle II unbiased trigger it will be better in Dalitz plot analysis
and sensitivity to the neutrals will allow to include more D modes.
LHCb will clearly have more precise results in fully-charged final
states.

Niharika Rout Measurement of CKM angle �3 14

Belle 2 has exciting physics program

LHCb Run 1

arXiv: 1808.10567

Complements LHCb by 
• Modes with neutrals
• Modes with missing energy
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Wish me luck as you wave LHCb goodbye 

Decommissioning of first phase of LHCb complete

Rich mirror removal

Dismantling the RICH

26

Wish me luck as you wave me goodbye 

Decommissioning of first phase of LHCb complete

Removing the VELO

Rich mirror removal

Dismantling the RICH

https://tinyurl.com/y2l4xz8g

https://tinyurl.com/y2l4xz8g
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The Upgrade 

• Replace front-end electronics 
to allow full detector readout 
at 40 MHz crossing rate

• Full software trigger

• Aim to collect 50 fb-1

Why dismantle a beautiful machine ? 

Limited by L0 hadron trigger

Hadronic
trigger

Muon
trigger

• Detector reaching end of design life (10 fb-1)

• Dataset doubling time becomes too long

• To gain statistics run at higher luminosity (1033 cm2 s-1)
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Pixel Detector
UK
Led

Replace Silicon strips with 55 × 55 "m pixels
41 Million Pixels with 40 MHz readout

Improve IP resolution by moving closer to beam
8.1 mm to 5.1 mm
Rad hard to 8 ×1016 MeV/neqcm-2

Bi-phase CO2  cooling with micro channels etched
on the Silicon substrate

Module 2

First two modules now produced at Manchester
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RICH UK
Led

RICH 1 

• New photon detectors
• New optics

RICH 2 

• New photon detectors
• Associated support mechanics 

Manufacture and installation progressing well
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RICH
UK
Led

RICH

installation

Michael

McCann

RICH 1 chassis installation

Rotated into “upper”
orientation on crane

Placed atop RAL’s
installation frame

Rolled in and bolted to
shielding

Happily sitting in the
shielding

12 / 21

RICH

installation

Michael

McCann

RICH 1 quartz windows

Two windows separate radiator from detectors
Three panes glued together in frame
Assembled in clean room at CERN by CERN and Oxford

14 / 21

RICH1Quartz window 
assembly

RICH 1 Chassis assembly Readout board QA
MaPMT
column
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Run 3 Trigger LHCb Upgrade Software HLT

• First full Software High Level Trigger

• 30M evt/s ! 30K evt/s / node (1000 nodes)

• HLT1: 40 Tb/s (input) ! 1-2 Tb/s (output)

• HLT2: 1-2 Tb/s (input) ! 80 Gb/s (output)

• Goal: most precise reconstruction possible (best

physic, without IP cut, tighter PT requirements)

30 MHz inelastic event rate
(full rate event building)

Software High Level Trigger

GB/s to storage

Full event reconstruction, inclusive and
exclusive kinematic/geometric selections

Add offline precision particle identification
and track quality information to selections

Output full event information for inclusive
triggers, trigger candidates and related
primary vertices for exclusive triggers

LHCb Upgrade Trigger Diagram

Buffer events to disk, perform online
detector calibration and alignment

10

May 28th, 2019 Recent achievements on Upgrade HLT1 2

Full software trigger to reduce rate from 30 MHz to 30 kHz

Remove L0: factor of two better for hadronic modes

A lot of ongoing work to achive this goal exploiting latest 
programming techniques (vectorization, SIMD)

CERN-LHCC-2018-007
CERN-LHCC-2018-014
CERN-LHCC-2014-016

Milestone of 35 MHz achieved
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Upgrade Reach 

LHCB-PUB-2014-040

Table 27: Statistical sensitivities of the LHCb upgrade to key observables. For each observable the expected sensitivity is
given for the integrated luminosity accumulated by the end of LHC Run 1, by 2018 (assuming 5 fb�1 recorded during Run
2) and for the LHCb Upgrade (50 fb�1). An estimate of the theoretical uncertainty is also given – this and the potential
sources of systematic uncertainty are discussed in the text.

Type Observable LHC Run 1 LHCb 2018 LHCb upgrade Theory
B0

s mixing �s(B0
s ! J/ �) (rad) 0.049 0.025 0.009 ⇠ 0.003

�s(B0
s ! J/ f0(980)) (rad) 0.068 0.035 0.012 ⇠ 0.01
Asl(B0

s ) (10
�3) 2.8 1.4 0.5 0.03

Gluonic �e↵
s (B0

s ! ��) (rad) 0.15 0.10 0.018 0.02
penguin �e↵

s (B0
s ! K⇤0K̄⇤0) (rad) 0.19 0.13 0.023 < 0.02

2�e↵(B0
! �K0

S) (rad) 0.30 0.20 0.036 0.02
Right-handed �e↵

s (B0
s ! ��) (rad) 0.20 0.13 0.025 < 0.01

currents ⌧ e↵(B0
s ! ��)/⌧B0

s
5% 3.2% 0.6% 0.2%

Electroweak S3(B0
! K⇤0µ+µ�; 1 < q2 < 6GeV2/c4) 0.04 0.020 0.007 0.02

penguin q20 AFB(B0
! K⇤0µ+µ�) 10% 5% 1.9% ⇠ 7%

AI(Kµ+µ�; 1 < q2 < 6GeV2/c4) 0.09 0.05 0.017 ⇠ 0.02
B(B+

! ⇡+µ+µ�)/B(B+
! K+µ+µ�) 14% 7% 2.4% ⇠ 10%

Higgs B(B0
s ! µ+µ�) (10�9) 1.0 0.5 0.19 0.3

penguin B(B0
! µ+µ�)/B(B0

s ! µ+µ�) 220% 110% 40% ⇠ 5%
Unitarity �(B ! D(⇤)K(⇤)) 7� 4� 0.9� negligible
triangle �(B0

s ! D⌥
s K

±) 17� 11� 2.0� negligible
angles �(B0

! J/ K0
S) 1.7� 0.8� 0.31� negligible

Charm A�(D0
! K+K�) (10�4) 3.4 2.2 0.4 –

CP violation �ACP (10�3) 0.8 0.5 0.1 –

61
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LHCb: Upgrade Reach 

Achieved
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Run 1
achieved
(all modes)

LHCb exceeded expectations
Even with 50 fb-1 many measurements still not limited by theory
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UPGRADE II

LHCb

Opportunities in flavour physics,
and beyond, in the HL-LHC era

Run LHCb beyond LS4 at luminosity of  
~1.5 × 1034 cm-2s-1 (UII upgrade), 
56 interactions/crossing

Collect >300 fb-1 data: realistic from machine side

UIb upgrade: Planned consolidation work after LS3

• Letter of Intent and Physics case submitted to LHCC 

• First studies of operating conditions made by the machine

• Positive feedback: Collaboration approved to move to TDR in early 2021 
by LHCC/RB

• Statement of Interest to be submitted to STFC this Autumn 

UII installUIb installUII TDRUIb TDR + UII  FTDR
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Future Upgrades: VELO

Figure 2.3: Example event containing a B0 ! ⇡+⇡� candidate under Upgrade II conditions,
illustrating the PV association challenge. Each PV is drawn as a 2D Gaussian distribution with
the appropriate values and uncertainties for both spatial (x-axis) and temporal (y-axis) metrics
used to associate the B meson to a single origin PV. In this case, adding the temporal information
allows the correct PV [‘A’, closest to (0, 0)] to be identified where the spatial information alone
would lead to the wrong choice (‘B’).

this can be reduced to ⇠ 5% with a timing precision of 50–100 ps. Studies have also shown that
the track reconstruction e�ciency and fake rate can be addressed by decreasing the pixel pitch
from the current 55µm at Upgrade II, particularly for the innermost region of the VELO. The
addition of timing will also have crucial benefits in track reconstruction since it allows to reduce
drastically combinatorics at an early stage, saving CPU resources. Timing information from the
VELO also provides a precise time origin for tracks for the rest of the experiment, which will be
helpful for other subdetectors with timing such as the TORCH.

The timing and rate capabilities required from the ASIC are ambitious but achievable
with the foreseen R&D timeline. Another possibility being considered is to have a ‘mixed’
solution where the inner region has a smaller pitch (emphasising resolution) and the outer region
has a larger pitch emphasising more precise timing. Studies of the performance of a possible
configuration are shown in Fig. 2.4.

2.3.1.2 Downstream tracking

Changes to the downstream tracking system are also foreseen. In Upgrade I this comprises a
silicon strip detector located upstream (UT) and three tracking stations located downstream of the
magnet (T-stations). For Upgrade I the T-stations are covered by a twelve-layer scintillating fibre
tracker (SciFi). This covers the full acceptance, corresponding to 30m2 per layer. In conjunction
with the VELO, these stations provide a high precision momentum measurement. They also
measure the track directions of the charged particles as input to the particle identification
systems, notably the photon-ring searches in the RICH detectors. Two challenges must be met
in the design of the system for Upgrade II. First, the higher occupancies necessitate increased
detector granularity. Second, the rate of incorrect matching of upstream and downstream track
segments needs to be minimised. This can be achieved by optimisation of the UT, minimisation
of detector material and use of timing information.

The high occupancies in Upgrade II necessitate replacing the inner part of the T-stations
with a high granularity silicon detector, with the large area covered by scintillating fibres as

11
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Correct and fast assignment of tracks to primary vertices critical for LHCb(a)
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Figure 4.3: Simulated performance of two prospective Phase-II Upgrade VELO designs at 2⇥1034 cm�2s�1

based on the Phase-I upgrade model: (a) ghost rate vs. pseudorapidity; (b) tracking e�ciency vs.
pseudorapidity; (c) IP resolution. Scenario 1 (black points) includes pixels with one quarter of the area
of the Phase-I pixels, and a reduced sensor thickness. Scenario 2 also includes removal of the RF foil
separating the VELO and beam vacua.

Improving PV misassociation with timing

PV matching vs. time resolution

‹ Mismatching increases with degrading time resolution as expected
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of the Phase-I Upgrade VELO at 2⇥ 1033 cm�2s�1. The hit information used as input to the study is
obtained from a sample of simulated events assuming the layout of the Phase-I Upgrade VELO.

Radiation environment

The anticipated radiation fluence at the silicon sensors could be maintained at levels where
current technologies achieve su�cient signal to noise ratios by increasing the inner radius from 5
to 11 mm, at the cost of a degradation in the impact parameter resolution, from 50% to 100%
depending on the track pseudorapidity. A better solution, from the point of view of physics
performance, would be to design ‘hot-swap’ mechanics to allow the replacement of modules in the
end-of-year technical stops. The total number of modules in the Phase-I Upgrade VELO is only
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Figure 4.13: Impact of timing information on assigning ECAL clusters to PVs: (a) number of incorrect
vertices passing selection; (b) e�ciency of selection vs. number of incorrect vertices.

the first steps of which are outlined in Sec. 5.5. The choice of scintillator will be made after a
careful evaluation of the possible e↵ects of radiation. One possible geometry is to embed the
wavelength shifters in chamfers at the corner of the cells, thereby avoiding the need to drill holes
in the tungsten plates. Such an approach, based on the pioneering work described in Ref. [120]
is sketched in Fig. 4.14(a). Another interesting possibility is to dispense with wavelength shifters
and employ clear light-guides to improve the resultant photon yield. These light guides could be
constructed of quartz to improve the radiation hardness of the module. This solution is shown
schematically in Fig. 4.14(b).

Modules constructed of small tungsten cells, and containing silicon planes, are expected to
be rather robust against radiation damage. The exact sampling ratio of the cells need to be
studied, such that this robustness is optimised whilst at the same time satisfying the resolution
requirements discussed above. It may be necessary to plan for the replacement of the innermost
modules after a couple of years of data taking. This operation will be relatively straightforward
in LHCb thanks to the detector’s open geometry, although dedicated tooling will need to be
developed.

Hadron calorimeter

The primary purpose of the Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL) is to give input to the hardware-trigger
decision in the current detector, and also the so-called LLT (low level trigger) of the Phase-I
Upgrade. However the LLT is only expected to be required in the early years of Run 3, when
the HLT is still being commissioned, and hence the HCAL can be removed after this period. As
described in Sec. 4.3.4, the liberated space can be used for augmenting the muon filter.

4.3.4 Muon system

The muon system for the Phase-I Upgrade will consist of four stations, labelled M2 through to
M5, equipped with MWPCs. Station M2 is located directly behind the calorimeter and the other
three stations are embedded in the muon filter, as shown in Fig. 4.15. Each station is divided
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Figure 4.11: Reconstructed resolved ⇡
0 candidates in Run-2 minimum-bias data, divided into sub-samples

with di↵erent numbers of reconstructed primary vertices (NPV). The mass resolution and signal-to-
background ratio (S/B) is indicated for each sub-sample. The selection requires pT(�) > 300 MeV/c and
pT(⇡0) > 550 MeV/c.

Table 4.3: Resolutions in MeV/c2 on the ⇡
0 mass as determined from true ⇡

0
! �� decays in LHCb

simulation, where the photons are subjected to Gaussian smearing on the energy resolution of the form
�E/E = �S/

�
E(GeV)� �C . Results are shown for the case where the spatial information on the photon

impact point is obtained from current cluster information, and with perfect knowledge.

Spatial information Perfect spatial
from clusters knowledge

�C �C

�S 1% 2% 1% 2%
7% 7.5 8.2 4.2 5.2
10% 8.5 9.3 5.5 6.5
15% 10.5 11.3 8.0 8.9

Candidate technologies for the Phase-II ECAL

A suitable technology to meet the challenging requirements of the Phase-II ECAL is a modular
sampling-calorimeter based on a tungsten or tungsten-alloy absorber. It should be around 25 X0

in depth, as is the current detector, in order to contain the electromagnetic showers induced by
particles from b-hadron decays, and hence will be significantly thinner in longitudinal extent
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Figure 7: Reconstructed resolved ⇡
0 candidates in minimum-bias data, divided into events with

one (left) and four (middle) reconstructed primary vertices (NPV). Right: Number of incorrect
vertices included in the ECAL window for events with µ = 50.

2.3 Fast timing for the electromagnetic calorimeter upgrade

Taking full advantage of the flavor physics opportunities at the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-
LHC) will require a further upgrade of the LHCb detector during LS4 (2030). The inner triplet
magnets that focus the proton beams before the interaction region at LHCb are rated for a
nominal integrated luminosity of 300 fb�1 (perhaps more after ongoing studies of the radiation
damage are completed), so a phase-II upgrade of the LHCb detector that would make it possible
for that much data to be recorded by the time the HL-LHC winds down in the late 2030’s has
been proposed [43]. This upgrade would allow the instantaneous luminosity to be increased by
a factor of 50 with respect to the current design luminosity, and a factor of 10 with respect
to the instantaneous luminosity expected after LS2. This luminosity increase would result in
an average number of proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing µ of about 50. While the
ATLAS and CMS detectors have been taking a significant part of their data with µ larger than
50 since 2016 without major problems, it is much more di�cult to do so in the forward direction
where LHCb operates because of the poorer vertex z-resolution of tracks that are almost collinear
with the beamline. Thus, the phase-II upgrade will have to include a much improved ability of
distinguishing particles coming from di↵erent pp collisions in the same bunch crossing. This will be
especially important for the ECAL, which would see a very rapid degradation of the performance
for neutral particle reconstruction at high µ. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 left and middle. This
figures shows that even with just four pp interactions per event the signal-to-background ratio
under the ⇡

0 peak becomes 4.5 times worse than that in events with just one pp collision.

Since the z spread of pp interactions translated to particle traveling time is about 200 ps,
one way to identify the provenance of the various particles is to add fast timing capabilities
to the ECAL. Figure 7 right shows that with timing resolutions better than 50 ps, the ECAL
would be able to narrow down the pp integration window to 1-7 vertices and recover the post-LS2
performance. I propose to develop the readout electronics for the new ECAL based on Silicon
photo-multipliers (SiPMs). SiPMs are arrays of avalanche photo-diodes operated in Geiger mode
that provide an attractive alternative to Photo-Multiplier Tubes (PMT) thanks to their smaller
size and weight, lower bias voltage, and higher quantum e�ciency for some wavelengths. It is a

NSF-PHY proposal 2018 M. Franco Sevilla, University of Maryland
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Upgrade II

I Machine requirements can be met to deliver 50 fb�1/year to LHCb
I “a range of potential solutions for operating the LHCb Upgrade II ... permitting

the collection of 300 fb�1 or more at IP8” - [CERN-ACC-NOTE-2018-003]

I Detector requirements in high pileup and high occupancy environment
I Maintaining performance of the tracking, flavour tagging and particle

identification requires precise timing

I Large increase in physics reach

Example of timing to help associate correct primary vertex (in VELO)
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Figure 4.3: Simulated performance of two prospective Phase-II Upgrade VELO designs at 2⇥1034 cm�2s�1

based on the Phase-I upgrade model: (a) ghost rate vs. pseudorapidity; (b) tracking e�ciency vs.
pseudorapidity; (c) IP resolution. Scenario 1 (black points) includes pixels with one quarter of the area
of the Phase-I pixels, and a reduced sensor thickness. Scenario 2 also includes removal of the RF foil
separating the VELO and beam vacua.
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‹ Mismatching increases with degrading time resolution as expected
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of the Phase-I Upgrade VELO at 2⇥ 1033 cm�2s�1. The hit information used as input to the study is
obtained from a sample of simulated events assuming the layout of the Phase-I Upgrade VELO.

Radiation environment

The anticipated radiation fluence at the silicon sensors could be maintained at levels where
current technologies achieve su�cient signal to noise ratios by increasing the inner radius from 5
to 11 mm, at the cost of a degradation in the impact parameter resolution, from 50% to 100%
depending on the track pseudorapidity. A better solution, from the point of view of physics
performance, would be to design ‘hot-swap’ mechanics to allow the replacement of modules in the
end-of-year technical stops. The total number of modules in the Phase-I Upgrade VELO is only
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based on the Phase-I upgrade model: (a) ghost rate vs. pseudorapidity; (b) tracking e�ciency vs.
pseudorapidity; (c) IP resolution. Scenario 1 (black points) includes pixels with one quarter of the area
of the Phase-I pixels, and a reduced sensor thickness. Scenario 2 also includes removal of the RF foil
separating the VELO and beam vacua.
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The anticipated radiation fluence at the silicon sensors could be maintained at levels where
current technologies achieve su�cient signal to noise ratios by increasing the inner radius from 5
to 11 mm, at the cost of a degradation in the impact parameter resolution, from 50% to 100%
depending on the track pseudorapidity. A better solution, from the point of view of physics
performance, would be to design ‘hot-swap’ mechanics to allow the replacement of modules in the
end-of-year technical stops. The total number of modules in the Phase-I Upgrade VELO is only
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Std VELO upgrade 
Std + RF foil removed

Vertex separation 
with fast timing

ECAL 
Improved granularity, 
timing of ~50 ps, 
possible in upgrade Ib

Figure 5.8: Distribution of occupancy across current ECAL. The solid lines indicate the inner, middle
and outer regions. The dotted horizontal lines indicate the region that could be modified during LS3.

modules in turn placed in the outer region (if necessary, it will be possible to manufacture
additional modules at the original production centres). This rearrangement of modules would be
performed in the horizontal band in which the particle flux is highest, and hence would reduce
the occupancy throughout. This scheme is sketched in Fig. 5.8. In b-hadron decays to final states
involving a single ⇡

0 meson emitted within the acceptance, the photons fall into this horizontal
band with around 50% probability. The timing information that will become available in the
inner region will suppress with high e�ciency background from pile-up interactions during the
µ = 5 operation of Run 4. Therefore, the proposed intervention will both lay the foundations for
the full Phase-II ECAL, and also bring a significant improvement in physics performance for
Run 4, which will be invaluable in preparing the physics programme of the high-luminosity era.

Initial R&D will pursue in parallel the pure calorimeter aspects of the module design, and
also the fast-timing capabilities provided by the silicon planes. Concerning the former, the first
priorities will include the optimisation of the scintillating-light output and the performance
of di↵erent scintillators and light-guide materials; the construction of module prototypes and
evaluation in test beams; and radiation hardness tests. The silicon studies will focus on
performance versus di↵erent wafer thicknesses and geometry, the evaluation of various readout
solutions, and the optimal location of the planes within the module.
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VELO: PERFORMANCE
• Reconstructed vertices in the detector: 

• A common technique to “reverse engineer” data on material 
content of a detector is to look at conversions in material. 

• e.g. reconstruct  

• Modules and foil are clearly visible in the data.

� ! e+e�

K0
S ! ⇡+⇡�
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VELO 
Improved granularity, thinner RF foil, 
timing better than 200 ps
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Mighty Tracker
Tracking Optimisation 

14	Chris	Parkes,	Upgrade	II	Workshop,		April	2019	

Potential of non-CPU tracking approaches 
•  In Front-end, in event builder, in Event Filter Farm 
•  In ASICs, In FPGAs, In GPUs 

Work on UT for U2 needed 

HLT2 software trigger
RECONSTRUCTION STEP OUTPUT OBJECTS

E
X
E
C
U
T
IO

N
O
R
D
E
R HLT1 reconstruction

VELO ! T stations tracking

no pT threshold

T stations tracking

T stations ! VELO

T stations ! TT stations

Full Kalman Filtering

Fake track rejection

Clone removal

primary vertices,
fitted long tracks

long tracks

T tracks

long tracks

downstream tracks

fitted best long and
downstream tracks

VELO track Downstream track

Long track

Upstream track

T track

VELO
TT

T1 T2 T3

[JINST 14 (2019) P04013] [EPJWebConf. 127 (2016) 00006]

• HLT 2 performs a full event reconstruction, without pT thresholds,
including all detectors (tracking & PID).

• Improvements in reconstruction speed / more CPUs available / automatic
alignment & calibration allow to run offline-like event reconstruction.

• 100% overlap between offline and triggered candidates.

• LHCb introduced the Turbo framework to perform an analysis on the

output of HLT2→ See talk by B.Mitreska.

5
14

Replace inner part of T-stations with HV CMOS 

Two step process fitting into plan to already replace inner modules of Fibre Tracker in UIb

Inner Tracker: U1b

• Minimal modification of SciFi
• 6 layers of pixels (HV/CMOS)
• Relatively large pixels ok, (baseline 100 × 500 "m) 
• Modified MuPix chip seems suitable

• Engineering run Q4 2019
• Each layer 0.7 m2 ~4 m2 total
• Challenge: combined SciFi/Silicon

modules to minimize material

Middle Tracker UII

• Expand coverage of IT
• Each layer covers 3 m2, 18 m2 total 
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RICHRICH 

15	

•  Evolution towards U2: 
–   reduced pixel size 
–  lightweight flat mirror 
–   green shifted photo 

detector 
–  Track resolution 
–   add timing 

Chris	Parkes,	Upgrade	II	Workshop,		April	2019	

•  Active photon detector for timing  R&D 

Evolution in U2:

• Improved photodetectors:

• Reduced Pixel size

• Green peaked photocathode

• Possible photo-detectors: MaPMTs, SiPMs, MCPs
• e.g. SiPMs have 200 ps time resolution and good QE in green

• Performance improved with fast timing detectors (e.g. MCPs)
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Future Upgrades: TORCH

PoS(ICHEP2018)667

The TORCH time-of-flight detector T. Blake

planes can be measured to 1mrad in the TORCH. A photograph of the front and rear of a phase III
prototype MCP-PMT is shown in Fig. 2. The pixel readout connectors are mounted on an external
PCB and connected via anisotropic conductive film (ACF).

Figure 2: Phase III MCP-PMT with 64-by-8 pixels viewed from (left) the front and (right) behind. The
MCP-PMT is designed to be close-packed in one direction with an active area greater than 80%. Readout
connectors for the eight pixel columns are mounted on an external PCB and connected via ACF.

3. Test beam results

A small-scale prototype of the TORCH detector has been operated in November 2017 and July
2018 in a 5GeV/c mixed p/p+ beam at the CERN PS. This prototype employs a quartz radiator
plate with dimensions 120⇥350⇥10mm3 and is instrumented with a single phase III MCP-PMT.
The p and p+ in the beam can be distinguished using two CO2 Cherenkov threshold counters
located upstream of the TORCH detector. Two time reference signals are provided by a pair of
borosilicate fingers, that are each instrumented with a single-channel MCP-PMT. The fingers are
located approximately 10m upstream and 1m downstream of the TORCH prototype. The beam
is also instrumented with a silicon pixel telescope to accurately determine the position and the di-
rection of the p/p+ at the entrance to the radiator plate. The MCP-PMT is read out by a custom
electronics system using the NINO and HPTDC readout chips developed for the ALICE experi-
ment [6].

Figure 3 (left) shows the arrival time and vertical pixel coordinate of reconstructed photons in
a single pixel column. The dataset was taken with the beam impinging close to the edge of the plate
and ⇠ 140mm below its centre and has been pion-enriched using information from the Cherenkov
threshold counters. The banding in the figure is characteristic of the TORCH configuration, with
different bands corresponding to different numbers of reflections from the side faces of the radiator
plate. A data-driven approach is used to correct for integral non-linearities and time-walk in the
readout electronics [7]. The data are overlaid with the result of a simulation of the TORCH geom-
etry. The difference between the observed and expected arrival time of the photons, Dt, is shown in
Figure 3 (right). The Dt distribution is well described by a Gaussian distribution with a power-law
tail, and is indicative of a single photon resolution of ⇠ 100ps. The tail of the distribution is due to
imperfect corrections to the photon arrival time. Improvement in the resolution is expected with an
updated charge-to-width calibration of the readout electronics.
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The TORCH time-of-flight detector T. Blake

1. TORCH concept

TORCH is a large-area time-of-flight detector, designed to provide particle identification (sep-
aration between charged pions, kaons and protons) in the range 2 to 10GeV/c [1]. The TORCH
concept exploits the production of Cherenkov light by charged particles entering a quartz radiator
plate. The photons are then transported to the periphery of the detector by total internal reflec-
tion within the plate, where they are focussed by a cylindrical focussing block onto an array of
fast-timing photon detectors. To provide identification over the desired momentum range, a time
resolution of 15ps per particle is required over a flight distance of 10m. This corresponds to a
single photon resolution of 70ps, given approximately 30 detected photons per charged particle.

An illustration of the layout of a possible full-scale 5⇥ 6m2 TORCH detector is shown in
Fig. 1. Such a detector could upgrade the particle identification capabilities of the LHCb detector
in the 2 to 10GeV/c momentum range. In the current detector, kaon, pion and proton separation is
achieved using a pair of gaseous RICH detectors with C4F10 and CF4 radiators [2]. At momenta
less than 10GeV/c, kaons and protons are below the Cherenkov threshold of the gas radiators.
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Figure 5. Photographs of (left) the scaled-down TORCH module, and (right) the TORCH 64-
channel electronics readout system; anticlockwise from top right, the NINO Board, HPTDC Board,
backplane and readout board.

Figure 6. The optics of the focussing block showing the angular geometry and the extremities of
the photon paths for the range of beam impact points and angles.
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Figure 5. Photographs of (left) the scaled-down TORCH module, and (right) the TORCH 64-
channel electronics readout system; anticlockwise from top right, the NINO Board, HPTDC Board,
backplane and readout board.

Figure 6. The optics of the focussing block showing the angular geometry and the extremities of
the photon paths for the range of beam impact points and angles.
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1 cm

Figure 1: Illustration of a possible full-scale TORCH system utilising a 10mm thick quartz radiator plate
over an active area of 5⇥ 6m2. Cherenkov light produced by charged particles entering the radiator plate
is transported to an array of fast-timing MCP-PMT detectors via total internal reflection and a cylindrical
focussing block.

2. MCP-PMTs

Fast timing of photons is provided by an array of microchannel plate photomultipliers (MCP-
PMTs), developed as part of a three phase R&D programme with a commercial partner, Photek
Ltd [4]. The MCP-PMTs provide a good intrinsic single photon time resolution of ⇠ 35ps [3]. The
aim of this programme is to develop a device that can be used in the challenging LHC environment,
capable of withstanding a large integrated charge of > 5Ccm�2 on its anode. This is achieved
through an atomic-layer-deposition coating [5]. The third phase (phase III) device is a multi-anode
square tube with a 53⇥53mm2 active area. The 64-by-64 array of anodes is ganged to form either
a 64-by-8 or a 64-by-4 pixel device. The effective pixelisation is increased by a further factor
of two in the fine pixel direction by exploiting charge sharing between neighbouring pixels. The
granularity of the detector is designed such that the photon angle in the vertical and horizontal

1

Particle identification in 2- 10 GeV range (below Cherenkov threshold)
using time of flight detector

Aim to achieve 15 ps resolution per track (70 ps per photon)

Fast timing using MCPs developed by UK company (Photek)

MCP 
prototype

Quartz 
bars
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Computing

• Many interesting and challenging problems

• Triggering and reconstruction at 30 MHz

• 2500 tracks in the detector acceptance

• Data compression: picking the interesting features from events

• ….
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Physics reach of Upgrade II
Exquisite precision in all kinds of landmark flavor measurements
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Figure 10.2: Evolving constraints in the ⇢̄� ⌘̄ plane from LHCb measurements and lattice QCD calcula-
tions, alone, with current inputs (2018), and the anticipated improvements from the data accumulated by
2025 (23 fb�1) and 2035 (300 fb�1), taking the values given in Table 10.1. The hadronic parameter ⇠ is
a necessary input in the determination of the side opposite � and is assumed to be calculated with a
precision of 0.6% and 0.3%, in 2025 and 2035, respectively [614]. In the future projections the central
values of the inputs have been adjusted to provide internal consistency.
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Figure 10.2: Evolving constraints in the ⇢̄ � ⌘̄ plane from LHCb measurements and lattice QCD calcula-
tions, alone, with current inputs (2018), and the anticipated improvements from the data accumulated by
2025 (23 fb�1) and 2035 (300 fb�1), taking the values given in Table 10.1. The hadronic parameter ⇠ is
a necessary input in the determination of the side opposite � and is assumed to be calculated with a
precision of 0.6% and 0.3%, in 2025 and 2035, respectively [614]. In the future projections the central
values of the inputs have been adjusted to provide internal consistency.
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Figure 4.5: Left: Comparison of di↵erent methods used to determine the angle �, reproduced from
Ref. [25]. Right: Comparison between the current LHCb 3-body GGSZ and 2-body GLW/ADS mea-
surements alongside their future projections with 300 fb�1 in the plane of � vs. rDK

B (note the curtailed
y-axis for rDK

B ). The scan is produced using a pseudo-experiment, centred at � = 70�, rDK
B = 0.1, with

B± ! DK± decays only.

requires large simulation samples. More precise measurement of important external parameters,
particularly ci and si from BESIII, will be required to reduce the uncertainty associated with
the model independent GGSZ method. The uncertainties of inputs from charm threshold data
collected by CLEO-c will begin to limit the sensitivity by the end of Run 2, so it is essential
to work together with BESIII to provide updated measurements for the suite of charm decays
and D ! K0

S
h+h� in particular. Provided that the charm inputs are improved sub-degree level

precision on � is attainable. Understanding the correlations between di↵erent B decay modes
that all use these external parameters will be vitally important as they are likely to contribute
one of the largest overall systematic uncertainties in the combination. A comparison between
the current LHCb GGSZ and GLW/ADS measurements [146,151] with their future projections
at 300 fb�1 is shown in Fig. 4.5 (right). The order of magnitude increase in precision is very
apparent and the importance of the combination clear, given the multiple ambiguous solutions
for GLW/ADS measurements is not resolved with increased luminosity.

The GGSZ modes are considered the golden modes at Belle II and drive the overall uncertainty
on � which is expected to reach 1.5� with a data sample of 50 ab�1. This is comparable to
the sensitivity that the LHCb � combination will achieve with a data sample corresponding
to approximately 23 fb�1. Subsequently input from Belle II will still contribute towards the
world average by the end of LHCb’s Upgrade I but LHCb will dominate � measurements with
Upgrade II (300 fb�1) contributing entirely towards a world average precision of ⇠ 0.35�. The
impact of this measurement on the unitarity triangle fit is shown in Fig. 10.2. It should be
emphasised that this projection includes only the currently used strategies, and does not include
improvements from other approaches. A comparison between the projected uncertainties for
LHCb and the world average as a function of integrated luminosity is shown in Fig. 4.6.

4.3 Amplitude analysis of B+ ! h+h+h� decays

The decays of charged B mesons to three-body final states containing charged pions and kaons
have elicited much recent interest due to the observation [168] of extremely large CP -violating
asymmetries. While the phase-space integrated asymmetries are of order a few percent, the
asymmetries as a function of the position in phase space are considerably larger, even approaching
±1 in some areas, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. The pattern in which the CP asymmetries vary is
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flavour tag. The data points are obtained from simulation with the expected sample size at 300 fb�1, and
assuming the current performance of the LHCb experiment. The solid curves represents the expected
asymmetries for �cc̄s

s = �36.4mrad [43] and sin�cc̄s
d = 0.731 [53]), the values used in the simulation.

The height of the oscillation is diluted from sin�cc̄s
d(s) due to mistagging, decay time resolution, and (for

B0
s ! J/ �) the mixture of CP -even and CP -odd components in the final state.

and B0
s !  (2S)� [50] modes have also been studied with LHCb, and give less precise but

still important complementary results. Other channels, which have not been exploited yet but
could be important in Upgrade II if good calorimeter performance can be achieved, include
B0

s ! J/ � with J/ ! e+e� and B0
s ! J/ ⌘(0) with ⌘0 ! ⇢0� or ⌘⇡+⇡�, and ⌘ ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 or

�� [51, 52].
The scaling of the �cc̄s

s precision with integrated luminosity for individual decay modes
and for their combination is shown in Fig. 3.3 (right). These uncertainties are statistical only
and are scaled from existing results, taking into account the gain in trigger e�ciency expected
for B0

s ! D+
s D�

s after Upgrade I. Maintaining the current performance will put stringent
constraints on the design of the detector as regards momentum and vertex position resolution as
well as particle identification performance. A key ingredient is the flavour tagging that is very
sensitive to event and track multiplicity, as discussed in Sec. 3.2. Systematic uncertainties are
mainly based on the sizes of control samples, and are therefore expected to remain subdominant
even with very large samples. Therefore, it is expected that the small value of �2�s predicted in
the SM can be measured to be significantly non-zero in several channels.

The expected precision on �cc̄s
s after Upgrade II will be ⇠ 4mrad from B0

s ! J/ � decays
alone and ⇠ 3mrad from all modes combined. This will be at the same level as the current
precision on the indirect determination based on the CKM fit using tree-level measurements
(this in turn is expected to improve with better measurements of other CKM matrix parameters).
Figure 3.4(left) shows the signal-yield asymmetry as a function of the B0

s decay time, folded at
the frequency of B0

s oscillations, for B0
s ! J/ � decays from a simulated data set corresponding

to 300 fb�1, and clearly shows that a visible CP -violation e↵ect will be observable. The excellent
precision on �cc̄s

s that can be achieved with Upgrade II gives exciting potential to observe
deviations from the SM prediction, and in their absence will be used to impose severe constraints
on possible beyond-the-SM contributions.
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Figure 3.3: Left: Global HFLAV average of �s and ��s from a variety of experiments [25]. Right:
Scaling of the statistical precision on �s from several tree-dominated B0

s meson decay modes.

contributions to the decay can be neglected (see Sect. 3.3.3), then the experimentally observable
quantity is the phase, �cc̄s

s = �2�s, which has a precise SM prediction of �36.4 ± 1.2mrad
based upon global fits to experimental data [43]. Deviations from this value would be a clear
sign of physics beyond the SM, strongly motivating the need for more precise experimental
measurements.

The single most statistically sensitive measurement �cc̄s
s is given by the flavour-tagged decay-

time-dependent angular analysis of the B0
s ! J/ (µ+µ�)�(K+K�) decay [44]. This channel

has a relatively high branching fraction and the presence of two muons in the final state leads
to a high trigger e�ciency at hadron colliders. Moreover, particle-identification criteria can be
used in LHCb to suppress backgrounds e�ciently, resulting in high sample purity (signal to
background ratio of about 50 in the signal region of ±20MeV/c2 around the nominal B0

s mass).
The LHCb detector has excellent time resolution (⇠ 45 fs) and good tagging power (⇠ 4%), both
of which are crucial for a precision measurement. Angular analysis is necessary to disentangle the
interfering CP -odd and CP -even components in the final state, which arise due to the relative
angular momentum between the two vector resonances. In addition, there is a small (⇠ 2%)
CP -odd K+K� S-wave contribution that must be accounted for. To do this correctly requires
detailed understanding of any variation of e�ciency with angular variables and K+K� invariant
mass.

Figure 3.3 (left) shows the current global average value of �cc̄s
s and ��s, which are determined

simultaneously from fits to B0
s ! J/ � and, in the case of LHCb, B0

s ! J/ ⇡+⇡� data. The
precision of the world average is dominated by the LHCb measurement which itself is dominated
by the result using B0

s ! J/ �. The averages are consistent with SM predictions [34,43], but
there remains space for new physics contributions of O(10%). As the experimental precision
improves it will be essential to have good control over possible hadronic e↵ects [45,46] that could
mimic the signature of beyond-the-SM physics (see Sect. 3.3.3).

Having multiple independent precision measurements is important since it allows not simply
to improve the precision of the average, but also to perform a powerful consistency check of
the SM. One important way in which this can be done is by allowing independent CP -violation
e↵ects for each polarisation state in the B0

s ! J/ �. This has been done as a cross-check in
the Run 1 analysis [44], but this strategy will become the default in Upgrade II. Additional
information can be obtained from B0

s ! J/ K+K� decays with K+K� invariant mass above
the �(1020) meson, where higher spin K+K� resonances such as f 0

2
(1525) meson contribute [47].

Among other channels, competitive precision can be obtained with B0
s ! J/ ⇡+⇡� decays [48],

which have been found to be dominated by the CP -odd component. The B0
s ! D+

s D�
s [49]
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Figure 10.2: Evolving constraints in the ⇢̄ � ⌘̄ plane from LHCb measurements and lattice QCD calcula-
tions, alone, with current inputs (2018), and the anticipated improvements from the data accumulated by
2025 (23 fb�1) and 2035 (300 fb�1), taking the values given in Table 10.1. The hadronic parameter ⇠ is
a necessary input in the determination of the side opposite � and is assumed to be calculated with a
precision of 0.6% and 0.3%, in 2025 and 2035, respectively [614]. In the future projections the central
values of the inputs have been adjusted to provide internal consistency.
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Figure 10.2: Evolving constraints in the ⇢̄ � ⌘̄ plane from LHCb measurements and lattice QCD calcula-
tions, alone, with current inputs (2018), and the anticipated improvements from the data accumulated by
2025 (23 fb�1) and 2035 (300 fb�1), taking the values given in Table 10.1. The hadronic parameter ⇠ is
a necessary input in the determination of the side opposite � and is assumed to be calculated with a
precision of 0.6% and 0.3%, in 2025 and 2035, respectively [614]. In the future projections the central
values of the inputs have been adjusted to provide internal consistency.
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Figure 4.5: Left: Comparison of di↵erent methods used to determine the angle �, reproduced from
Ref. [25]. Right: Comparison between the current LHCb 3-body GGSZ and 2-body GLW/ADS mea-
surements alongside their future projections with 300 fb�1 in the plane of � vs. rDK

B (note the curtailed
y-axis for rDK

B ). The scan is produced using a pseudo-experiment, centred at � = 70�, rDK
B = 0.1, with

B± ! DK± decays only.

requires large simulation samples. More precise measurement of important external parameters,
particularly ci and si from BESIII, will be required to reduce the uncertainty associated with
the model independent GGSZ method. The uncertainties of inputs from charm threshold data
collected by CLEO-c will begin to limit the sensitivity by the end of Run 2, so it is essential
to work together with BESIII to provide updated measurements for the suite of charm decays
and D ! K0

S
h+h� in particular. Provided that the charm inputs are improved sub-degree level

precision on � is attainable. Understanding the correlations between di↵erent B decay modes
that all use these external parameters will be vitally important as they are likely to contribute
one of the largest overall systematic uncertainties in the combination. A comparison between
the current LHCb GGSZ and GLW/ADS measurements [146,151] with their future projections
at 300 fb�1 is shown in Fig. 4.5 (right). The order of magnitude increase in precision is very
apparent and the importance of the combination clear, given the multiple ambiguous solutions
for GLW/ADS measurements is not resolved with increased luminosity.

The GGSZ modes are considered the golden modes at Belle II and drive the overall uncertainty
on � which is expected to reach 1.5� with a data sample of 50 ab�1. This is comparable to
the sensitivity that the LHCb � combination will achieve with a data sample corresponding
to approximately 23 fb�1. Subsequently input from Belle II will still contribute towards the
world average by the end of LHCb’s Upgrade I but LHCb will dominate � measurements with
Upgrade II (300 fb�1) contributing entirely towards a world average precision of ⇠ 0.35�. The
impact of this measurement on the unitarity triangle fit is shown in Fig. 10.2. It should be
emphasised that this projection includes only the currently used strategies, and does not include
improvements from other approaches. A comparison between the projected uncertainties for
LHCb and the world average as a function of integrated luminosity is shown in Fig. 4.6.

4.3 Amplitude analysis of B+ ! h+h+h� decays

The decays of charged B mesons to three-body final states containing charged pions and kaons
have elicited much recent interest due to the observation [168] of extremely large CP -violating
asymmetries. While the phase-space integrated asymmetries are of order a few percent, the
asymmetries as a function of the position in phase space are considerably larger, even approaching
±1 in some areas, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. The pattern in which the CP asymmetries vary is
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Figure 3.4: Signal-yield asymmetry as a function of the B0
(s) decay time, (NB0

(s)
�NB0

(s)
)/(NB0

(s)
+NB0

(s)
).

Here, NB0
(s)

(NB0
(s)
) is the number of (left) B0

s ! J/ � or (right) B0 ! J/ K0
S decays with a B0

(s) (B0
(s))

flavour tag. The data points are obtained from simulation with the expected sample size at 300 fb�1, and
assuming the current performance of the LHCb experiment. The solid curves represents the expected
asymmetries for �cc̄s

s = �36.4mrad [43] and sin�cc̄s
d = 0.731 [53]), the values used in the simulation.

The height of the oscillation is diluted from sin�cc̄s
d(s) due to mistagging, decay time resolution, and (for

B0
s ! J/ �) the mixture of CP -even and CP -odd components in the final state.

and B0
s !  (2S)� [50] modes have also been studied with LHCb, and give less precise but

still important complementary results. Other channels, which have not been exploited yet but
could be important in Upgrade II if good calorimeter performance can be achieved, include
B0

s ! J/ � with J/ ! e+e� and B0
s ! J/ ⌘(0) with ⌘0 ! ⇢0� or ⌘⇡+⇡�, and ⌘ ! ⇡+⇡�⇡0 or

�� [51, 52].
The scaling of the �cc̄s

s precision with integrated luminosity for individual decay modes
and for their combination is shown in Fig. 3.3 (right). These uncertainties are statistical only
and are scaled from existing results, taking into account the gain in trigger e�ciency expected
for B0

s ! D+
s D�

s after Upgrade I. Maintaining the current performance will put stringent
constraints on the design of the detector as regards momentum and vertex position resolution as
well as particle identification performance. A key ingredient is the flavour tagging that is very
sensitive to event and track multiplicity, as discussed in Sec. 3.2. Systematic uncertainties are
mainly based on the sizes of control samples, and are therefore expected to remain subdominant
even with very large samples. Therefore, it is expected that the small value of �2�s predicted in
the SM can be measured to be significantly non-zero in several channels.

The expected precision on �cc̄s
s after Upgrade II will be ⇠ 4mrad from B0

s ! J/ � decays
alone and ⇠ 3mrad from all modes combined. This will be at the same level as the current
precision on the indirect determination based on the CKM fit using tree-level measurements
(this in turn is expected to improve with better measurements of other CKM matrix parameters).
Figure 3.4(left) shows the signal-yield asymmetry as a function of the B0

s decay time, folded at
the frequency of B0

s oscillations, for B0
s ! J/ � decays from a simulated data set corresponding

to 300 fb�1, and clearly shows that a visible CP -violation e↵ect will be observable. The excellent
precision on �cc̄s

s that can be achieved with Upgrade II gives exciting potential to observe
deviations from the SM prediction, and in their absence will be used to impose severe constraints
on possible beyond-the-SM contributions.
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Figure 3.3: Left: Global HFLAV average of �s and ��s from a variety of experiments [25]. Right:
Scaling of the statistical precision on �s from several tree-dominated B0

s meson decay modes.

contributions to the decay can be neglected (see Sect. 3.3.3), then the experimentally observable
quantity is the phase, �cc̄s

s = �2�s, which has a precise SM prediction of �36.4 ± 1.2mrad
based upon global fits to experimental data [43]. Deviations from this value would be a clear
sign of physics beyond the SM, strongly motivating the need for more precise experimental
measurements.

The single most statistically sensitive measurement �cc̄s
s is given by the flavour-tagged decay-

time-dependent angular analysis of the B0
s ! J/ (µ+µ�)�(K+K�) decay [44]. This channel

has a relatively high branching fraction and the presence of two muons in the final state leads
to a high trigger e�ciency at hadron colliders. Moreover, particle-identification criteria can be
used in LHCb to suppress backgrounds e�ciently, resulting in high sample purity (signal to
background ratio of about 50 in the signal region of ±20MeV/c2 around the nominal B0

s mass).
The LHCb detector has excellent time resolution (⇠ 45 fs) and good tagging power (⇠ 4%), both
of which are crucial for a precision measurement. Angular analysis is necessary to disentangle the
interfering CP -odd and CP -even components in the final state, which arise due to the relative
angular momentum between the two vector resonances. In addition, there is a small (⇠ 2%)
CP -odd K+K� S-wave contribution that must be accounted for. To do this correctly requires
detailed understanding of any variation of e�ciency with angular variables and K+K� invariant
mass.

Figure 3.3 (left) shows the current global average value of �cc̄s
s and ��s, which are determined

simultaneously from fits to B0
s ! J/ � and, in the case of LHCb, B0

s ! J/ ⇡+⇡� data. The
precision of the world average is dominated by the LHCb measurement which itself is dominated
by the result using B0

s ! J/ �. The averages are consistent with SM predictions [34,43], but
there remains space for new physics contributions of O(10%). As the experimental precision
improves it will be essential to have good control over possible hadronic e↵ects [45,46] that could
mimic the signature of beyond-the-SM physics (see Sect. 3.3.3).

Having multiple independent precision measurements is important since it allows not simply
to improve the precision of the average, but also to perform a powerful consistency check of
the SM. One important way in which this can be done is by allowing independent CP -violation
e↵ects for each polarisation state in the B0

s ! J/ �. This has been done as a cross-check in
the Run 1 analysis [44], but this strategy will become the default in Upgrade II. Additional
information can be obtained from B0

s ! J/ K+K� decays with K+K� invariant mass above
the �(1020) meson, where higher spin K+K� resonances such as f 0

2
(1525) meson contribute [47].

Among other channels, competitive precision can be obtained with B0
s ! J/ ⇡+⇡� decays [48],

which have been found to be dominated by the CP -odd component. The B0
s ! D+

s D�
s [49]
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CKM matrix parameters with 300 fb-1 ?
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Flavour Anomalies 

6	

•  Picture changing quickly 
–  Our new RK 
–  Belle new RK*, RD, RD* 
–  ATLAS/CMS LFU results to come ? 

•  Will clarify long before U2 
U2 will have strong NP model 
discrimination if we can maintain detector 
performance in design 

Chris	Parkes,	Upgrade	II	Workshop,		April	2019	

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Electroweak penguin studies at the Phase-II Upgrade. (a) P
0
5 vs. q

2, showing the LHCb
Run-1 results [25] and those of a simulated experiment with 300 fb�1, assuming the same central values.
The SM predictions, with the currently assigned uncertainties, come from Ref. [33]. (b) significance
of the measured values of S5 and S6, quantifying lepton-universality violation in B

0
! K

⇤
µ

+
µ
� and

B
0
! K

⇤
e

+
e
� decays, as a function of sample size, assuming a NP scenario defined in Ref. [34]. The

correspondence with the di↵erent running periods of LHCb is indicated, as is the expected performance of
Belle II.

based on that presented in Ref. [34], showing the significance of the measurement of the observable
D5, which is closely related to the di↵erences in behaviour for P 0

5 between muon and electron
modes, and is expected to be vanishingly small in the SM. Also shown is the significance on
the measurement of the observable D6, again very close to 0 in the SM. The generated values
for D5 and D6 are set to non-zero NP numbers compatible with current constraints [34]. The
expected significances are shown as a function of B0

! K
⇤
e

+
e
� sample size. Also indicated is

the correspondence between the sample size and the running period of LHCb, as extrapolated
from Run-1 measurements [28] and taking no account of possible improvements to the ECAL
during Phase II. For this NP scenario, and for many others with smaller lepton-universality
violating contributions, the Phase-II Upgrade will be required to observe a clear e↵ect.

Similar arguments hold for studies of b ! dl
+
l
� transitions, albeit with lower statistical

precision, as may be illustrated with a few examples. The angular analysis of the b ! dl
+
l
�

decay B
0
s ! K

⇤0
µ

+
µ
� with the data sample collected by the Phase-II Upgrade is expected to

become more precise than the Run-1 result for the b ! sl
+
l
� process B0

! K
⇤0
µ

+
µ
�, enabling

a powerful comparison between di↵erent flavour transitions. A time-dependent analysis will
become feasible for the mode B

0
! ⇢

0
µ

+
µ
�. The large sample sizes, coupled with the improved

⇡
0-reconstruction that is foreseen from an upgraded ECAL (see Sec. 4.3.3), will allow for isospin

tests in B ! ⇢µ
+
µ
� and B ! ⇡µ

+
µ
� decays.
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Situation with flavor anomalies will evolve rapidly in the next years

• New RK, RK*, RD* and friends from LHCb
• Belle 2: RK, RK*, RD, RD* 
• ATLAS/CMS LFU results to come ? 

What would things look like with 300 fb-1, which could be achieve in a
LHCb UII upgrade
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Table 10.1: Summary of prospects for future measurements of selected flavour observables for LHCb, Belle II and Phase-II ATLAS and CMS. The projected
LHCb sensitivities take no account of potential detector improvements, apart from in the trigger. The Belle-II sensitivities are taken from Ref. [608].

Observable Current LHCb LHCb 2025 Belle II Upgrade II ATLAS & CMS
EW Penguins
RK (1 < q2 < 6GeV2c4) 0.1 [274] 0.025 0.036 0.007 –
RK⇤ (1 < q2 < 6GeV2c4) 0.1 [275] 0.031 0.032 0.008 –
R�, RpK , R⇡ – 0.08, 0.06, 0.18 – 0.02, 0.02, 0.05 –

CKM tests
�, with B0

s ! D+
s K� (+17

�22
)� [136] 4� – 1� –

�, all modes (+5.0
�5.8)

� [167] 1.5� 1.5� 0.35� –
sin 2�, with B0 ! J/ K0

S
0.04 [609] 0.011 0.005 0.003 –

�s, with B0
s ! J/ � 49 mrad [44] 14 mrad – 4 mrad 22 mrad [610]

�s, with B0
s ! D+

s D�
s 170 mrad [49] 35 mrad – 9 mrad –

�ss̄s
s , with B0

s ! �� 154 mrad [94] 39 mrad – 11 mrad Under study [611]
as
sl

33⇥ 10�4 [211] 10⇥ 10�4 – 3⇥ 10�4 –
|Vub|/|Vcb| 6% [201] 3% 1% 1% –

B0
s ,B

0!µ+µ�

B(B0 ! µ+µ�)/B(B0
s ! µ+µ�) 90% [264] 34% – 10% 21% [612]

⌧B0
s!µ+µ� 22% [264] 8% – 2% –

Sµµ – – – 0.2 –

b ! c`�⌫̄l LUV studies
R(D⇤) 0.026 [215,217] 0.0072 0.005 0.002 –
R(J/ ) 0.24 [220] 0.071 – 0.02 –

Charm
�ACP (KK � ⇡⇡) 8.5⇥ 10�4 [613] 1.7⇥ 10�4 5.4⇥ 10�4 3.0⇥ 10�5 –
A� (⇡ x sin�) 2.8⇥ 10�4 [240] 4.3⇥ 10�5 3.5⇥ 10�4 1.0⇥ 10�5 –
x sin� from D0 ! K+⇡� 13⇥ 10�4 [228] 3.2⇥ 10�4 4.6⇥ 10�4 8.0⇥ 10�5 –
x sin� from multibody decays – (K3⇡) 4.0⇥ 10�5 (K0

S
⇡⇡) 1.2⇥ 10�4 (K3⇡) 8.0⇥ 10�6 –
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Summary

A program of updates is being carried out  to fully exploit the LHC 
potential for flavor physics  
Upgrade I about to be installed during LS2 

➡ Challenging schedule but still on track 

A series of upgrades in LS3 and LS4 aim at                                    
recording 300 fb-1 

➡ Exquisite precision achievable
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Run 1 LS1 Run 2 LS2 Run 3 LS3 Run 4 LS4 Run 5 LS5 Run 6
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037

9 fb-1 Goal: 50 fb-1 Goal: 300 fb-1

Upgrade I Upgrade Ib Upgrade IIUpgrade I
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Figure 10.2: Evolving constraints in the ⇢̄ � ⌘̄ plane from LHCb measurements and lattice QCD calcula-
tions, alone, with current inputs (2018), and the anticipated improvements from the data accumulated by
2025 (23 fb�1) and 2035 (300 fb�1), taking the values given in Table 10.1. The hadronic parameter ⇠ is
a necessary input in the determination of the side opposite � and is assumed to be calculated with a
precision of 0.6% and 0.3%, in 2025 and 2035, respectively [614]. In the future projections the central
values of the inputs have been adjusted to provide internal consistency.
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Summary 

• Full exploitation of Run 1+2 dataset of LHCb, 
ATLAS and CMS

• Belle 2 has started to take data

• Installation of LHCb upgrade progressing well for 
running after LS2

• LHCb UII upgrade will take flavor physics program 
into the 2030s with  unprecedented precision

Much to look forward to ! LHCb

UIa

UII
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Backup 
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Mighty Tracker

~54 cm 
20cm

Inner Tracker (LS3)

Middle Tracker (LS4)

• Emerging (HV) CMOS technology suitable for this detector

• Relatively large pixels ok, (baseline 100 × 500 "m) 

• Modified MuPix chip seems suitable

• Engineering run Q4 2019

Figure 28: Typical sensor cross-section of a DMAPS detector in a HV-CMOS process [32].

HV-CMOS processes, thus DMAPS in HR/HV-CMOS are also possible to further improve
the performance of the sensor. Todays most performant DMAPS detectors are 50 µm thin
and have 50 µm⇥ 50 µm cell size with integrated mixed analogue and digital readout
electronics, 15 ns time resolution and 5⇥ 1015 1 MeV neq/cm2 radiation tolerance.

The typical cross-section of a large fill-factor DMAPS in a HV-CMOS process is shown
in Figure 28. The deep n-well, which together with the p-substrate makes the sensing
junction, also hosts the low-voltage readout electronics. A high-voltage is applied to the
p-substrate to create a strong electric field and large depletion region below the deep
n-well. When a particle traverses the detector, electron-hole pairs are created along the
particle path. The electrons drift towards the deep n-well under the influence of the
strong electric field. This generates the input signal which is amplified and processed by
the in-pixel readout electronics. As the electrons move by drift, the charge collection is
fast and less prone to su↵ering from radiation damage when compared to CMOS sensors
or MAPS where charge collection is by di↵usion. DMAPS in HR/HV-CMOS have been
adopted as a world first as the sensor technology of choice for the Mu3e experiment at the
Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland. These sensors are also being developed for
the phase II ATLAS Pixel Upgrade, for which the final decision on whether to use them
is expected in 2019, and the vertex detector of the proposed CLIC high-energy linear
collider.

6.2 Existing devices for ATLAS and Mu3e

The most advanced developments in depleted CMOS sensors that have met the radiation
tolerance specifications of the LHCb Upgrade II are MuPix for Mu3e and ATLASPix for
the phase II ATLAS Pixel Upgrade. Both developments started in the ams 180 nm process.
However, due to the extremely busy production line of this foundry, MuPix and ATLASPix
are now migrating to the TSI 180 nm process. The ams and TSI 180 nm processes are
very similar and only minor re-design work is required in the migration process. Devices
in the LFoundry 150 nm process could in principle also meet the requirements of LHCb,
but developments in this process are not so advanced at present. Devices in the TowerJazz
process are adopted by the ALICE Upgrade and are being developed for ATLAS, it would
need to be understood if they would meet the radiation requirements needed for the
inner tracker here, they could also be useful for the middle tracker. These devices have
significantly lower power consumption than the DMAPS considered here, this may be
advantageous for the cooling design and hence material budget. In this document, only

28
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ATLAS + CMS 

B→ µ+µ- : Combination from LHC 
•  Combination of ATLAS, CMS & LHCb 

Johannes Albrecht 

BR(BS → µ+µ− ) = (2.71±0.4)×10−9

Combining all three LHC experiments 
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Recent CMS update (data till 2016)

~ 2 ! below SM

Interesting to follow, with full LHC
dataset

ATLAS and CMS  still to publish results with full Run l+2 datasets
K*"", Bs → "" , $s 

CMS collected sample of 10 billion events tagged as containing b-hadron
In 2018 and aim to target flavour anomalies 
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Recent CMS update (data till 2016)

~ 2 ! below SM

Interesting to follow, with full LHC
dataset

ATLAS and still to publish results with full Run l+2 datasets
K*"", Bs → "" , $s

CMS collected sample of 10 billion events tagged as containing b-hadron
In 2018 and aim to target flavour anomalies 
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ATLAS + CMS 

B→ µ+µ- : Combination from LHC 
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B(Bs ! µ+µ�) = (2.7 ± 0.4) ⇥ 10�9
<latexit sha1_base64="gocYwvJkfpvEfTLvZ37V3ra2teo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gocYwvJkfpvEfTLvZ37V3ra2teo=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXwSJUxGVXBPUglHrxWMFWoVtLNk3bYLK7JLNKWfqXvPhPxIsHRbz6J0w/DlodSHi8N8PMe2EihUHPe3VmZufmFxZzS/nlldW19cLGZt3EqWa8xmIZ65uQGi5FxGsoUPKbRHOqQsmvw7vzoX59z7URcXSF/YQ3Fe1GoiMYRUu1CheBothjVGaVQanSMhBo0e0h1Tp+gEClt/uj/2APzqB06B5DkCjw3KM9CFAobsD3brOD0wG0CkXP9UYFf4E/AUUyqWqr8By0Y5YqHiGT1JiG7yXYzKhGwSQf5IPU8ISyO9rlDQsjarc1s5HjAexapg2dWNsXIYzYnxMZVcb0VWg7h/7MtDYk/9MaKXZOmpmIkhR5xMaLOqkEjGEYH7SF5gxl3wLKtLC3AutRTRnakPM2BH/a8l9QP3R9z/Uvj4rlyiSOHNkmO6REfHJMyuSCVEmNMPJIXsgbeXeenFfnw/kct844k5kt8qucr28EcaZQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gocYwvJkfpvEfTLvZ37V3ra2teo=">AAACMXicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXwSJUxGVXBPUglHrxWMFWoVtLNk3bYLK7JLNKWfqXvPhPxIsHRbz6J0w/DlodSHi8N8PMe2EihUHPe3VmZufmFxZzS/nlldW19cLGZt3EqWa8xmIZ65uQGi5FxGsoUPKbRHOqQsmvw7vzoX59z7URcXSF/YQ3Fe1GoiMYRUu1CheBothjVGaVQanSMhBo0e0h1Tp+gEClt/uj/2APzqB06B5DkCjw3KM9CFAobsD3brOD0wG0CkXP9UYFf4E/AUUyqWqr8By0Y5YqHiGT1JiG7yXYzKhGwSQf5IPU8ISyO9rlDQsjarc1s5HjAexapg2dWNsXIYzYnxMZVcb0VWg7h/7MtDYk/9MaKXZOmpmIkhR5xMaLOqkEjGEYH7SF5gxl3wLKtLC3AutRTRnakPM2BH/a8l9QP3R9z/Uvj4rlyiSOHNkmO6REfHJMyuSCVEmNMPJIXsgbeXeenFfnw/kct844k5kt8qucr28EcaZQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gocYwvJkfpvEfTLvZ37V3ra2teo=">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</latexit>

Recent CMS update (data till 2016)

~ 2 ! below SM

Interesting to follow, with full LHC
dataset

ATLAS and still to publish results with full Run l+2 datasets
K*"", Bs → "" , $s

CMS collected sample of 10 billion events tagged as containing b-hadron
In 2018 and aim to target flavour anomalies 


